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ABSTRACT 
 
With an increasing investment in self service technologies, companies have the possibilities 
to realize industrialization of service offerings. That means companies could satisfy 
customers at a lower cost. But before companies can benefit from self-service technologies, 
the willingness of customers to try out and adopt technology-based self-service (TBSS) 
should be questioned since such a service option requires many efforts from customers and 
changes their behaviour and habit to some extend.  
 
The purpose of this research is to contribute to understanding customers’ adoption 
behaviour of TBSS. Based on a classic adoption theory and extant TBSS researches, the 
research purpose is realized by investigating the customers’ different adoption behaviour 
and how they relate to innovation attributes, customer characteristics and situational 
factors.  
 
This research is mainly a descriptive and explanatory research based on the literature 
reviews. Exploratory research has also been included in the pilot study in order to refine the 
conceptual framework and questionnaire. Qualitative approach was mainly used in pilot 
study and quantitative approach was mainly used in later empirical study for a case setting 
as the self check-in service at airports. 96 samples of respondents were interviewed based 
on the questionnaire. Data analysis is mainly based on the quantitative results, supported by 
the qualitative information and literature reviews.  
 
A lot of findings were produced by this research. Three distinct stages in the customer 
adoption process, namely avoid using, trial and repeat using, are very important to 
understand customers’ adoption behaviour of TBSS. Relative advantages, easy to use and 
control were found as important innovation attributes relate to different adoption behaviour. 
Need for avoiding interaction and consumption rate were found to be important factors 
among customer characteristics. Finally in terms of situational factors, relative length of 
waiting lines at alternative check-ins and whether the environment is crowded are important 
factors to affect customers’ adoption behaviour. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction and Research Problem 
 

In this first chapter an introduction and a background to this research will be provided. The 
background for this research begins with an expanded conceptualization of service and then the 
phenomenon of technologies infusion in the service encounter. Later it moves to self service 
concept and continues with technology-based self-service. Subsequently, it narrows down to the 
research problem and finally states the outline of this thesis. 

 

1.1  Introduction 

During recent years, technology has increasingly been employed to help the delivery of 
services. One of the widely used strategies to expand a company’s service offerings and win 
customer satisfaction while at the same time lowering labor costs has been the introduction 
of automated service delivery systems, or, from the standpoint of the consumer, self-service 
technologies (Lee and Allaway, 2002). But before companies can benefit from self-service 
technologies, the willingness of customers to try out and adopt technology-based self-service 
(TBSS) should be questioned since such a service option requires many efforts from 
customers and changes their behaviour and habit to some extend. Why would customer 
prefer self service to full service, and interact with machine rather than service personnel? 
What’s the factors influence customer to adopt or reject TBSS option? How can company get 
self-service operations into the profitable mainstream? The advent of TBSS and its future 
developing trend has caused the extensive attention from both academic and practical 
domain.  
 
Therefore our research tries to contribute to understanding TBSS from an innovation 
perspective. Based on a classic adoption theory and extant TBSS researches, we describe 
mainly self-service attributes, customer characteristics and situational factors and explained 
their impacts on consumer’s adoption/rejection of TBSS. 
 
 

1.2  Background 

1.2.1 Expanded conceptualization of service  

What is this thing called service? The word “service” is widely used to denote an industrial 
sector that “do(es) things for you. They don’t make things” (Silvestro and Johnston, 1990). 
This meaning has evidently developed from economists’ need to classify economic activities 
and can only be considered as service in a narrow sense.  
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“Service” also denotes organizations which meet the needs of society, for example “health 
service” and civil service. Such “public services” have traditionally developed along 
bureaucratic lines and are quite distinct from the industrial “service” sector (Johns, 1999).  
 
Both industrial service sector and public service have the intangible offerings, which is 
distinctly different from manufactured goods. However, this distinction is not a clear one, 
because much “service” output has a substantial tangible component and many “products” 
have intangible attributes (Johns, 1999).  
 
In today’s competitive marketplace, virtually all firms compete on the basis of customer 
service and service offerings (Rust, 1998). Much attention must be put on the services 
element added to tangible products. Such services at the foundation of service encounters can 
take many forms. It can be customer service, such as responding to customer inquiries, taking 
and fulfilling orders, and even more broadly having a company culture stressing on service 
excellence. It can be free value-added services that company supports and enhances the 
utility of products (Bitner et al., 2000).  
 
This expanded conceptualization of service supported that technology-based self-service 
options could be offered by any business regardless of industry. 
 

1.2.2 Technology infusion in service encounters 

A service encounter, also known as a “moment of truth”, can be defined as: “a period of time 
during which a consumer directly interacts with a service” (Shoktack, 1985). The importance 
of a service encounter could never be overemphasized as Carlzon (1987) said “the company 
is ‘created’ in the minds of customers during a service encounter”. Traditionally, a service 
encounter includes two human elements, named the customer and the employee (Haksever 
2000), and this is why a service encounter has been characterized by Bitner et al., (2000) as a 
low tech, high face-to-face contact.  
 
The increase infusion of technology in service encounters has the potential to benefit 
customers, employees and management alike (Bitner et al., 2000; Brown, 1997; Dabholkar, 
1994, 1996). Customers can be offered additional or extended services, greater convenience 
and control, potentially more reliable information delivery, access to data and support 
services that may not have otherwise been available, and the ability to conduct transactions in 
such a way that does not necessitate the customer visiting the service organization. 
Correspondingly, technology can be used by management to permit faster responses to 
customer enquiries and problems, to improve internal efficiency and productivity, to reduce 
labour costs, and to gain a number of distinctive and differentiating competitive advantages 
(Walker et al., 2002).  
 
However, an inappropriate implementation of some technology-enabled encounters has a 
number of potential risks: those can impede customer access, frustrate and intimidate users, 
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depersonalize the service encounter and create a distance between customers and service 
personnel (Walker and Craig-Lees, 2000). A warning goes that forcing technologies on 
customers, particularly complex technologies that do not enhance the exchange process, may 
create hostile customers. Therefore the operational desirability, gains and benefits of any 
employment of technology-based encounter need to be balanced against the perceptions and 
behavioural response of customers. 
 
An interpersonal interaction was found to be a main contributor to the customer satisfaction 
via the traditional service encounter. Bitner et al. (1990) found three main sources of 
dis/satisfaction with interpersonal service encounters are:  

1. Response to service delivery failure. The customers feel satisfied with a prompt and 
effective solution to their service failure delivered by service personnel with an 
attentive manner. 

2. Response to customer needs. The customers appreciate service personnel’s ability to 
adapt and adjust elements of the service in real time during service delivery to meet 
consumers’ needs. 

3. Unprompted or unsolicited actions. When a customer is provided with an unexpected 
pleasing experience, they are highly delighted. 

 
In the context of technology-based encounter, however, interpersonal interaction is decreased 
or replaced. Can technology enhance customer’s satisfaction? Otherwise TBSS is designed 
for technicians other than customers. The research of Bitner et al. (2000) suggests that 
through effective use of technology across encounters, the customer’s total experience may 
be enhanced. A good designed service can successfully “do its job” and satisfy customization 
need. As to the difficult problem that service recovery system are almost nonexistent for 
TBSS, Bitner et al. (2000) also suggest that in a pure technology facilitated environment it is 
critical for companies to educate and motivate customer to use technologies to recover 
independently whenever possible.  
 

1.2.3 Self-service options 

While in most cases the infusion of technology can facilitate and improve the service 
delivery, a more radical change is to let customers do it themselves, that is to say, the service 
encounter can occur without the presence of employees and as a result the human interaction 
element is not necessary in a service encounter. In summary, the advances in technologies 
have changed the way many services are now delivered with particular emphasis being 
placed on self-service options (Dabholkar, 2000). 
 
Although self service options can existed without technology element like bagging your own 
groceries and supermarket itself (Bateson, 1985), most of the self-service options are enabled 
by technologies.  
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Considering the customer readiness for technology-based self-service adoption, ability, role 
clarity and motivation are three important points (Bitner et al., 2002). Hoffman (2002) 
suggests when making the transaction from a full-service to a self-service operation, the 
company needs to be sensitive to the reasons the customer may prefer one format over 
another and inform the customer what role they want them to play. Service providers 
(employees) have to explain the new procedures carefully to consumers, highlighting the 
rationale and advantages from the customer’s perspective. Even so, it may still be necessary 
to have personal service on call for customers who need or prefer it (Lovelock and Young, 
1979). 
 
Self-service options are generally assumed to be unattractive and are often offered at a 
discount. Alternatively, they are used to provide service at a time of day when traditional 
types of service are not available (Bateson, 1985). Customer must clearly see the connection 
between their co-production efforts and obtaining available valued rewards. Requiring much 
effort but less rewarded is most likely to met stubborn resistance.  
 

1.3 Technology-Based Self-Service (TBSS) Defined 

Self-Service as a delivery option was discussed in early service literatures (e.g. Bateson, 
1985; Chase, 1978; Lovelock and Young, 1979; etc.), however the term “Technology-Based 
Self-Service (TBSS)” is first introduced by Dabholkar (1994) and further used by Dabholkar 
(1996), Ladik (1999), Bobbitt and Dabholkar (2001), Anselmsson (2001) Dabholkar and 
Bagozzi (2002) and Dabholkar et al. (2003).  
 
Another widely used term “Self-Service Technologies (SSTs)” has been talking about quite 
similar research issue, yet with an emphasis on technologies themselves other than the 
self-service activities. This term is frequently adopted by Bitner, Meuter and their co-authors 
(Bitner et al., 2002; Meuter 2000; Meuter et al., 2003), and Lee and Allaway (2002).  
 
Obviously, addressing how the technologies support those self-options is beyond the scope of 
our research, although customer’s “technology anxiety” is still our concern. We attach much 
importance to service processing activities, thus we believe the term “technology-based 
self-service (TBSS)” is more applicable to our research, yet all the researches on self-service 
technologies (SSTs) is naturally available for reference as well.  
 
Based on former TBSS researches (e.g. Dabholkar, 1996; Ladik, 1999), Anselmsson (2001) 
it summaries that TBSS can be any activity or benefit based on hard technology that service 
providers offer so that customers can perform the service, or parts of the service, by 
themselves. Some common applications of TBSS include conducting bank transactions 
through automated teller machines, shopping through the internet, making reservations and 
purchasing tickets through kiosks, checking out of hotel rooms through interactive television, 
using self-scanning systems at retail stores, and self check-in machine at airport (Bobbitt and 
Dabholkar, 2003). 
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In other words TBSS involves some kind of hard technology that directly or indirectly is 
operated by the customer in order to receive service (Anselmsson 2001). That is to say, those 
technologies refer to hardware other than soft technology like manual techniques (Levitt, 
1976), and refer to customer-interactive part (front office) other than administrative part 
(back office) within service firms.  
 
Dabholkar (1994) classifies TBSS into three dimensions based on: 
• Who delivers the service, or rather, is it the employee or the customer who operates the 

technology? In the first case, the service provider is an employee using the technology. 
In the second case the service provider is a machine used by the customer in order to 
perform the service by itself. 

• Where is the service delivered? The technology could be operated at the service site or 
at the customer’s home/workplace. 

• How is the service delivered? Dabholkar suggests that a service is delivered through 
either direct or indirect contact means that the user can see and feel the technology of 
the company, whereas indirect contact means that the user can only reach the 
technology over the phone or by voice.  

 
Adapted from Dabholkar’s (1994) classification, Anselmsson (2001) provides a classification 
scheme of TBSS operations as Figure 1.1. The classification scheme suggests that there are 
four major categories of TBSS delivery systems, each with some distinct qualities.  
 

 At service site At customer’s site 

Direct contact 

CELL1 
Customer goes to service site and 

uses technology to perform 
service. E.g. ATMs, automated 

ticket machines, self-scanning at 
retail and library checkouts, 

automated recipe guide in retail 
store, self-gas pumps, blood 

pressure machines, tourist info. 

CELL2 
Customer uses technology from 
home/work to perform service. 

E.g. Internet shopping, interactive 
TV-shopping, reservations and 
information seeking over the 
Internet, account information, 
financial transactions, distance 

learning. 

Indirect contact 

CELL 3 
Customer goes to service site and 
uses automated telephone system 

to perform service. E.g. automated 
wake-up calls at hotel room, 
telephone banking at bank, 

account information at libraries 
and retail stores. 

CELL 4 
Customer calls automated 

telephone service from home work 
to perform service. E.g. 

telephone-banking, automated 
ticket ordering over telephone 

(airports, ferries, cinemas), 
automated time schedules (e.g. 

buses, trains). 
 
Figure 1.1 Classification scheme of technology-based self-service delivery 
Source: Anselmsson (2001)  
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1.4 Customer adoption of TBSS: research problem 

Citing Rogers’s (1995) definition that an innovation is “an idea, practice, or object that is 
perceived as new by an individual or other unit of adoption”, and therefore “if the idea seems 
new to the individual or other units, it is an innovation”. Technology-based self-service can 
be considered as an innovation, based on our former discussion, for the nature of the service 
encounter has been dramatically changed and customer need to adapt his knowledge, ability 
and attitude to those self-service options.  
 
Since much effort and adaptation are requested from consumers, resistances from consumers 
could happen. ATM is well accepted now, yet in its early years ATM met many resistances. 
However sensible TBSS-introduction firms will definitely consider breaking into the bulk of 
the market to pay off its initial investment. They will endeavour to shift significant portions 
of consumer behaviour to their automated service technologies as rapid as possible. The 
fixed cost of establishing these hardware technologies is often high. If the adoption process is 
slow, the firm has to keep its labour force intact as well as pay for the cost of the technology. 
Thus it is very important to understand the factors that influence adoption or rejection of 
technology-based service delivery options. The importance of this research direction was 
emphasized by many TBSS researches (e.g. Anselmsson, 2001; Meuter, 2000). 
 
Many extant TBSS researches explore customer perceived service quality, evaluation and 
satisfaction with such a self-service options (Anselmsson, 2001; Dabholkar, 1996; Meuter, 
2000; Rowe and Coot, 2000, etc.). Though attribute-based service quality models also 
emphasize the subjectivity of the customer and focus on the cognitive evaluation process, as 
similar as models of innovation characteristics (Anselmsson 2001). However, service quality 
models and adoption/diffusion models are different in many ways suggested by Anselmsson 
(2001): service quality research focuses on customers’ attitudes towards any services not 
only innovations, while adoption/diffusion research merely focuses on understanding actual 
adoption behaviour, trying to find out what drives behaviour without highlighting differences 
between services and products. Adoption/diffusion research also explores other driving 
factors more than innovation attributes, including customer characteristics, situational factors, 
etc. Models based on service quality see the customer as a very rational individual and 
explore the customer’s lasting attitude toward service characteristics alike. In contrast, 
adoption/diffusion research models see the customer as a complex that aggregates rational 
aspect (models based on the attributes of the innovation), emotional aspect (models based on 
customer characteristics incorporating affect and personality) and impulsive aspect (models 
based on situational factors). 
 
Few extant researches explore customer adoption behaviour based on a comprehensive 
model to understand customer’s rational, emotional and impulsive decision as a whole. The 
only exception is Dabholkar et al. (2003), whose research investigates consumer reasons for 
both using and avoiding self-scanning checkout with a view to addressing these practitioner 
issues. Those factors driving preference or avoidance of self-scanning checkouts include 
attributes of self-scanners, consumer difference and situational influence.  
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Limited research focused on the adoption behaviour of TBSS together with the increased 
investment on TBSS regardless of industries, indicate a need for more research in this area. 
Based on the above discussion, the research problem is formulated as: How and why 
customer adopt/reject technology-based self-service? However we leave our specified 
research questions open until the literature review has completed. 
 

1.5 Outline of the thesis 

In the first chapter an introduction and a background to this research have been provided. 
Defined TBSS term and research problem have also been outlined.  
 
Chapter two presents the theoretical review mainly based on adoption literature as well as the 
extent technology-based self-service theories to describe and discuss adoption process and 
what factors relate to customer adoption behaviour of TBSS. 
 
Chapter three specifies the research questions and constructs the framework of reference 
based on theoretical reviews. 
 
Chapter four describes and explains the motives behind the overall research design from 
research purpose, research approach, and research strategy to empirical cases, and method of 
data collection and data analysis.  
 

Chapter one-Introduction 
 

Chapter two-Theoretical review 
 

Chapter three-Research questions and framework 
of reference 

 

Chapter four-Methodology 
 

Chapter five- Data presentation and analysis 
 

Chapter six-Conclusions and implications 
 
 
Figure 1.2 The outline of the thesis 
Source: Authors’ own source 
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Chapter five presents the empirical data and analysis of the research result.  
 
Chapter six provides the conclusions in comparison with the previous TBSS researches and 
implications for self check-in service providers---airline industries. Further study direction is 
also suggested by authors. 
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Chapter Two 

Theoretical Review 

 
In this chapter we do theoretical review as four folders related to our problem area. Every 
folder of theory is started from discussion about innovation and adoption in general, and 
then moves to the special research issues and results in the context of TBSS. 
 

2.1 Adoption Process Based Model  
 
Adoption is an individual’s decision to become a regular user of a product (Kotler, 2003).  
2.1.1 A model of general innovation-decision process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
       

     

        

   
   
   
   

 
 

  
  
  
  
 
Figure 2.1 A model of stages in the innovation-decision process 
Source: Rogers (1995) 
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By Rogers (1995), the innovation-decision process is the process through which an 
individual (or other decision-making unit) passes (1) from the first knowledge of an 
innovation, (2) to forming an attitude toward the innovation, (3) to a decision to adopt or 
reject, (4) to implementation of the new idea, and (5) to confirmation of this decision. This 
process consists of a series of actions and choices over time through which an individual 
evaluates a new idea and decides whether or not to incorporate the innovation into ongoing 
practice, which is depicted in Figure 2.1. 
 
1. Knowledge occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) is exposed to an 

innovation’s existence and gains some understanding of how it functions. 
2. Persuasion occurs then an individual (or some other decision-making unit) forms a 

favourable or unfavourable attitude toward the innovation. 
3. Decision occurs when an individual (or some other decision-making unit) engages in 

activities that lead to a choice to adopt or reject the innovation. 
4. Implementation occurs then an individual (or some other decision-making unit) puts an 

innovation into use. 
5. Confirmation occurs then an individual (or some other decision-making unit) seeks 

reinforcement of an innovation-decision already made, or reverses a previous decision to 
adopt or reject the innovation if exposed to conflicting messages about the innovation. 

 

2.1.2 Integrating attitudinal theories to adoption process 

By Rogers (1995), attitude toward an innovation frequently intervene between the knowledge 
and decision functions. In other words, the individual’s attitudes or beliefs about the 
innovation have much to say about his or her passage through the innovation knowledge 
process. 
 
In Rogers’ model of stages in the innovation-decision process, the individual forms a 
favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the innovation at persuasion stage as a result. It is 
assumed that such persuasion will lead to a subsequent change in overt behaviour (that is, 
adoption or rejection) consistent with the attitude held. But in many cases attitudes and 
actions are quite disparate. This attitude-use discrepancy is called the ‘KAP gap’ (KAP refers 
to knowledge attitude-practice). 
 
Later scholars are interested in integrating attitudinal theories to understand and predict use 
of technology-based self-service. This mainly depicts the process from attitude to practice, 
and conversely the process from real practice to reforming attitude, which also refers to a 
confirmation stage as Rogers (1995) states.   
 
The most comprehensive conceptual framework that incorporates several well-known 
attitudinal theories to explain the role of attitudes in influencing intentions and behaviour 
related to technology-based self service is developed by Bobbitt and Dabholkar (2001). 
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Figure 2.2 An integration of attitudinal theories to understand and predict use of 
technology-based self service 
Source: Bobbitt and Dabholkar (2001) 
 
 
Bobbitt and Dabholkar’s (2001) model (see Figure 2.2) focus on the link between attitude 
and intention and that between intention and behaviour. First of all, attitude toward using 
technology, attitude toward using self-service and perceived risks associated with 
technology-based self-service are three main direct influences on attitudes toward using 
technology-based self-service. Then factors associated with the product category may work 
as moderating influences on the attitude-intention-behave process. Situational variables and 
perceived behaviour control are added as factors that can influence intention and behaviour. 
Finally, success/failure in trying experience or favorable/unfavorable outcomes will affect 
attitude again. 

2.1.3 Trial as a distinctive stage 

Many process-based adoption models separate trial and repeated use as two distinct stages 
(e.g. Antil, 1988; Backer, 1975; Bitner et al., 2002, etc.). Backer (1975) argues that trial is a 
viable distinctive stage in the adoption process and feels that sometimes evaluation and trial 
can be considered separately. Later, Bitner et al. (2002) propose and test an adoption model 
(see Figure 2.3) in technology-based self-service context and specially looked at the question 
of customer trial (e.g., first-time use) during the adoption process.  
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Figure 2.3 Model of Self-Service Technology Adoption 
Source: Bitner, Ostrom and Meuter (2002) 
 
 
They state that getting customers to try a new self-service technology (SST) for the first time 
is a critical issue. Their research results provide a support for each of the six stages in the 
adoption process. First, customers must be aware that the SST exists. They are then likely to 
collect additional information about the SST that may become the basis for an evaluative 
judgment. If the SST is judged to be appealing, then it is more likely that the customer will 
try the SST. In turn, initial trial of the technology may lead to repeated use and commitment, 
depending on how the customer reacts to the trial experience. It is highlighted in the model 
and a key aspect of their research was their examination of “customer readiness” and its 
impact on the trial. Customer readiness is composed of ability (perceived capability to 
performing the behaviour); role clarity (knowing what to do); and motivation (perceiving a 
benefit to performing the behaviour). 
 
Trial is considered as a distinct stage not only because of its prior evaluation (e.g. customer 
readiness), but an experience-based evaluation and its impact on later decision. Antil (1988) 
has an emphasis on the evaluation after the trial and states that consumer does not move 
directly from product/service trial to adoption. His proposed modification (see Figure 2.4) is 
adding “consequences” and “Confirmation” between a trial and an adoption/rejection 
decision, with an emphasis on experienced-based evaluation prior to the decision.  
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Figure 2.4 Modification to Trial-Adoption Process 
Source: Antil 1988 
 

2.1.4 A model of innovation resistance 

Ram (1988) argues that the vast of literature on innovations has been based on the premise 
that all innovations are good for the consumer and are surefire improvements over existing 
product substitutes, which is probably a “pro-innovation bias”. Innovations are not definitely 
to be a good replacement.  
 
Actually, not all innovations benefit consumers without fail. Even though many of 
innovations offer real benefits to customers, we still cannot take consumers’ acceptance for 
granted. Innovations impose changes on the consumer, and resistance to change is a natural 
consumer response. More importantly, innovation resistance is not the obverse of innovation 
adoption. Adoption begins only after the initial resistance offered by the consumer is 
overcome (Ram 1988). Identifying the factors that cause resistance in order to modify or 
redesign innovation and thus enhance adoption is critically important.  
 
Ram’s (1988) model (see Figure 2.5) of innovation resistance is viewed as dependent on 
three sets of factors: perceived innovation characteristics, customer characteristics, and 
characteristics of propagation mechanisms.  
 
A customer is exposed to an innovation through direct contact with the innovation and 
through one or more of several propagation mechanisms. If the customer perceives a high 
degree of change in using the innovation, then he resists it. If the innovation encounters 
customer resistance, then it needs to be modified by the firm to suit consumer needs and 
reduce the resistance. The most important characteristic for an innovation to be successful is 
its amenability to medication. The modification to be made would logically depend on those 
factors caused consumer’s resistance and come up with a newer version of the innovation. 
The cycle is repeated leading to ultimate acceptance or failure of the innovation. 
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Figure 2.5 A Model of Innovation Resistance 
Source: Ram (1988) 
 
 

2.2 Innovation Attributes Based Research 
 
Former presented Process-based model help us to understand consumer adoption behaviour 
along different stages. Different kind of influential factors affects adoption decision in 
different way through adoption progress. While those factors and the inter-factor 
relationships are briefly formulated on the above, the following folders of theoretical review 
focus on attributes of innovation, customer characteristics and situational factors respectively, 
which are important research questions addressed by previous innovation diffusion scholars 
(e.g. Rogers, 1995). 
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2.2.1 Research on the attributes of innovations 

What characteristics of innovations affect the rate at which they diffuse and are adopted? 
Rogers (1995) identifies five characteristics as relative advantage, comparability, trialability, 
observability and complexity. In addition, a large number of studies have also employed the 
concept of perceived risk (see Holak, 1988; LaBay and Kinnear, 1981; Lockett and Littler, 
1997). 
 
The first four characteristics are positively related to adoption of an innovation and the 
remaining two, complexity and perceived risk, negatively related (Jo Black, 2001) 
 
Relative Advantage 
Relative Advantage is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being better than the 
idea it supersedes. The degree of relative advantage is often expressed as economic 
profitability, social prestige, or other benefits. The nature of the innovation determines what 
specific type of relative advantage is important to adopters, although the characteristics of the 
potential adopters also affect which sub-dimensions of relative advantage are most important. 
Rogers emphasises that the focus is not on an innovation’s objective advantages, but on its 
advantages as perceived by the individual. The proposition is that the greater an innovation’s 
perceived relative advantage, the more rapidly it will be adopted.  
 
Compatibility 
Compatibility is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as consistent with the 
existing values, past experiences and needs of potential adopters. An idea that is more 
compatible is less uncertain to the potential adopters, and fits more closely with the 
individual’s life situation. An innovation is more compatible with cultural values, previous 
adopted ideas, and personal felt needs, the more rapid it will be adopted.  
 
 
Trialability 
Trialability is the degree to which an innovation may be experimented with on a limited basis. 
New ideas that can be tried on the instalment plan are generally adopted more rapidly than 
innovations that are not divisible. Relatively earlier adopters of an innovation perceive 
trialability as more important than do later adopters. More innovative individuals have no 
precedent to hollow when they adopt, whereas later adopter are surrounded by peers who 
have already adopted the innovation. Generally, an innovation is easier to sample, the more 
rapid it will be adopted. 
 
Observability 
Observability is the degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others. The 
results of some ideas are easily observed and communicated to others, whereas some 
innovations are difficult to observe and to describe to others. A technology dominated by 
hardware aspect is easier to observe than that dominated by software. In summary, an 
innovation is easier to observe, the more rapid it will be adopted. 
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Complexity 
Complexity refers to the degree of perceived difficulty in understanding and using the 
innovation. Any new idea may be classified on the complexity-simplicity continuum, but it is 
also a perceived attribute by potential adopters. Since some of them previously have 
extensive experience in terms of specific innovations whereas others have not. Thus an 
innovation is perceived more difficult to use, the less rapid it will be adopted. Existing 
research indicates that the complexity of innovations was more highly related (negatively) to 
their rate of adoption than any other characteristic of the innovations except relative 
advantage. 
 
Perceived Risk 
Perceived Risk is considered a multidimensional construct, representing a consumer’s 
prepurchase uncertainty about six types of loss: financial, performance, social, psychological, 
security and time/convenience loss (Dowling, 1986; Peter and Tarpey, 1975). Uncertainty 
plays a role in adoption decision in the form of perceived risk and this construct is expected 
to be of considerable significance in relation to service adoption (Jo Black, 2001). Lovelock 
(1983) states that in services: Generally, customers like to know in advance what they are 
buying, what the product features are, what the service will do for them. Surprises and 
uncertainty are not normally popular.  
 

2.2.2 Five important attributes for TBSS 

Past research on technology-based self-service (e.g. Dabholkar, 1996; Meuter et al., 2000) 
has found that perceived attributes of the technology play an important role in whether or not 
consumers will use such options. Dabholkar (1996) proposed that speed, control, reliability, 
easy of use and enjoyment are all important attributes to consumers in evaluating and using 
technology-based self-service.  
 
Speed 
Speed refers to the time taken for active delivery of service in Dabholkar’s (1996) research. 
The importance of time is emphasized in former literatures (Langeard et al., 1981). It refers 
to both speed of service and waiting time. But Dabholkar (1996) consider waiting time 
separately as a situational factor and argued the rationale for separating these two factors is 
that one may view the actual use of an ATM as fast, but there may be a long waiting line. 
Lovelock and Young (1979) suggest that some people prefer to perform the service 
themselves, specifically to reduce delivery time. This may be explained that unoccupied time 
feels longer than occupied time. 
 
Control 
Perceived Control refers to the amount of control that a customer feels he/she has over the 
process or outcome. Control as proposed attribute is strongly supported by Bateson (1985) 
and Bowen (1986). Langeard et al. (1981) found that control is important to customers in 
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using self-service. Bateson (1985) and Bowen (1986) suggest that people choose self-service 
options not for monetary savings, but to feel in control. The control is emphasized as 
perceived control and whether it is real to consumers is not important. Lee and Allaway 
(2002) study the factor “person control” in particular, a composite of predictability, 
controllability and outcome desirability, and conclude that three types of control together 
have a positive influence on the adoption decision on technology-based self service. 
 
 
Reliability 
Reliability refers to the outcome is reliable and accurate. Customers may be especially 
concerned about the reliability of new service delivery options based on technology because 
they may envision some performance risk in that these options may not work well (Evans 
and Brown, 1988).  
 
Easy of use 
Ease of use encompasses effort required to use such options and the complexity of the 
process of service delivery. Customers may be concerned about ease of use for several 
reasons. One reason may be related to saving actual effort expended. Another reason may be 
to reduce social risk. If customers expect the technology to be difficult to use, they may 
become concerned about social risk (i.e., they may fear looking foolish as they struggle to 
use it).  
 
Enjoyment 
Enjoyment refers to something enjoyable when use technology-based self-service option. 
Langeard et al. (1981) found that some people enjoy playing with machines and suggest that 
these people may prefer self-service options that allow them to do so. For technology-based 
self- service options, enjoyment is arising intrinsically from interacting with such options or 
from the novelty aspect. 
 
Among those propositions, easy of use, control and enjoyment are found to be strong 
determinants of expected service quality in Dabholkar’s (1996) study on touch screen 
ordering in fast food restaurants. Those three determinants were found to have a positive 
effect on expected service quality and intention to use technology-based self-service. Speed 
was not found to be significant, and its effect may have been masked by the inclusion of 
waiting time in her study. The effect of reliability may have been masked by its high 
correlation to control. Although this attribute based model is tested for customer’s 
expectations, Dabholkar (1996) also suggests that is equally applicable to technology-based 
self-service that the customer really experienced, simply by substituting “perceptions” for 
“expectations” in the consumer’s evaluation of service delivery. 
 
Dabholkar (1996)’s five determinants were frequently cited and tested by later-coming 
researchers. A study by Anselmsson (2001) has found that speed and easy of use to be most 
important determinants. In comparison with the study result from Dabholkar (1996) that 
enjoyment and control are most significant determinants. An interesting comment from 
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Anselmsson (2001), saying that expectations about enjoyment and control are more 
important prior to actual experience as an incentive try a TBSS, where aspects related to 
efficiency such as speed and easy of use are the most important determinants of service 
quality in the long run.  
 
 

2.3 Adopter Categories Based Research 

2.3.1 Adopter Categories 

The individuals in a social system do not adopt an innovation at the same time. Rather, they 
adopt in an over-time sequence, so that individual can be classified into adopter categories on 
the basis of when they first begin using a new idea. Rogers (1995) describe each individual 
adopter in a system in term of time of adoption into five adopter categories on the basis of 
normal distribution (see Figure 2.4). 
 
Innovators: 
Innovators refer to the individuals who pursue innovation aggressively. They are not usually 
many in any given market context. Being an innovator has several prerequisites. Control of 
substantial financial resources is helpful to absorb the possible loss from an unprofitable 
innovation. The ability to understand and apply complex technical knowledge is also needed. 
The innovator must be able to cope with a high degree of uncertainty about an innovation at 
the time of adoption. While an innovator may not be respected by the other members of local 
system, the innovator plays an important role in the diffusion process: that of launching the 
new idea in the system by importing the innovation from outside of the system’s boundaries. 
Thus, the innovator plays a gatekeeping role in the flow of new ideas into system. 
 
Early adopters 
Early adopters are a more integrated part of the local social system than are innovators. This 
adopter category, more than any other, has the greatest degree of opinion leadership in most 
system. The early adopter decrease uncertainty about a new idea by adopting it, and then 
conveying a subjective evaluation of the innovation to near-peers through interpersonal 
networks. Early adopters drive the development of the early market.  
 
Early Majority 
The early majority adopt new ideas just before the average member of a system. The early 
majority interact frequently with their peers, but seldom hold positions of opinion leadership 
in a system. The early majority are the most numerous adopter categories, and it’s unique 
position between the very early and the relatively late to adopt makes them an important link 
in the diffusion process.  
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Figure 2.6 Adopter category 
Source: http://www.ou.edu/deptcomm/dodjcc/groups/99A2/theories.htm 
 
 
Later majority 
The late majority adopt new ideas just after the average member of a system and also count 
another most numerous adopter categories. They possess relatively scarce resources and need 
most of the uncertainty about a new idea must be removed before the late majority feel that it 
is safe to adopt. 
 
Laggards 
Laggards are the last in a social system to adopt an innovation. Laggards tend to be 
suspicious of innovations and change agents. Their innovation-decision process is relatively 
lengthy, with adoption and use lagging far behind awareness-knowledge of a new idea. 

2.3.2 Characteristics of Adopter Categories 

It is widely recognised that consumers vary in their characteristics when adopt innovations. 
Rogers (1995) presents three main consumer characteristics that usually separate early 
adopters from late adopters. 
 
Socio-economic characteristics and adopter categories: Early adopters, generally, tend to 
have more (years of) formal education, be more literate, have higher social status, a greater 
degree of upward social mobility and have larger units (farms, schools, companies, etc.). Age 
is found no different between earlier adopters and later adopters. The last, although wealth 
and innovativeness are highly related, it is hard to set a cause-and-effect relationship between 
there two variables. 
 
Personality characteristics: Early adopters are most likely to have greater empathy, be less 
dogmatic, have a greater ability to deal with abstractions, be more rational, more intelligent, 
have a more favourable attitude towards science, be less fatalistic and more ambitious (for 
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formal education, occupations, and so on). However, Rogers (1995) also pointed that 
personality variables associated with innovativeness have not received full research attention, 
in part because of difficulties in measuring personality dimensions in field interview. 
 
Communication behaviour: Early adopters generally are more socially active, better 
connected, more exposed to mass media, seek information about innovations more actively, 
have greater knowledge of innovations and are more likely to be opinion leaders. 
 
Research relating to customer adoption of innovations in both product and service markets 
has tended to concentrate on identifying the characteristics of innovators and early adopters, 
placing particular emphasis on socio-demographic and psychographic attributes of 
individuals (Jo Black, 2001). Demographic characteristics of adopters are explored by Mellot 
(1978) and innovators/early adopters tend to be relatively younger, better educated and have 
higher income level. Later researchers have investigated demographic factors in relation to 
technology-based self-service, similar to Mellot (1978)’s study, and typically found that 
young, affluent, educated males are more likely to use such self-service options (Dabholkar 
and Bagozzi, 2002).  
 
Dabholkar and Bagozzi suggest the variation in consumer differences in terms of TBSS 
adoption arising from personality traits is of greater interest than demographic or other 
psychographic factors because such variation is at the heart of consumer attitude formation 
and behavioural intentions. In their study, four consumer traits that are direct relevant to 
technology-based self-service—namely, self-efficacy, inherent novelty seeking, need for 
interaction with a service employee, and self-consciousness, are investigated. These four 
traits are found to have moderating effects on the relationships between TBSS attributes 
(easy of use, performance, and fun) and attitude and between attitude and intention to use 
TBSS. 
 

2.4 Situational Factors Based Research 
Rogers (1995) suggests that the same innovation may be desirable for one adopter in one 
situation, but undesirable for another potential adopter in a different situation.  
 
The most relevant situational variable for any service is related to waiting (e.g., Hui and Tse, 
1996; Taylor, 1994). In the case of technology-based self-service, these options may be 
selected for the enjoyment they offer or because they are perceived as quick. When 
consumers encounter long lines for automated kiosks or long delays in downloading 
information on the Internet, does the intrinsic enjoyment in using such options override the 
negative experience of waiting? Managers need to understand the impact of perceived 
waiting time on technology-based self-service, given the increasing frequency of long lines 
and delays in such contexts (Dabholkar and Bagozzi, 2002).  
 
Another situational variable relevant for on-site service encounters is related to crowding. 
The presence (and number) of other customers may be perceived as positive in some contexts 
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(e.g., a crowded sit-down restaurant); in others, crowding is typically perceived as negative 
(e.g., a crowded retail store) and can cause social anxiety in shoppers. Consumers are likely 
to become anxious if others are watching them use a service, especially an unfamiliar 
technology-based self-service. Managers need to know whether social anxiety (through 
perceived crowding) would change consumer evaluations and use of technology-based 
self-service and, if so, what can be done about it in terms of service design and promotion 
(Dabholkar and Bagozzi 2002).  
 
Other possible situational factors may be time pressure, time of day, and location of kiosk 
(Dabholkar and Bagozzi 2002).  
 
Dabholkar and Bagozzi (2002) explore the moderating effects of perceived waiting time and 
perceived crowding (cause social anxiety) as situational factors. Their study suggests with 
increased waiting time, consumers will select alternative options despite favourable attitudes 
toward the technology-based self-service; while with increased social anxiety, consumer will 
still use self-service options once favourable attitudes shaped in the long run.  
 
Dabholkar et al. (2003) studies situational factors in self-scanning context in terms of its 
influence on the evaluation and use of self-scanning checkouts, including time of day, day of 
the week, crowded conditions, relative length of lines at alternative checkouts, and whether 
the consumer was in a hurry. Only one factor “crowded conditions” has been found to be 
relevant---consumers viewed the self-scan as faster than under normal condition. When asked 
respondents were also under what situations they would use the self-scan option, the most 
important situation factor is cited was the number of products purchased in this case. 
Customer would likely to use self-scanning when they have fewer products than the 
maximum allowed. They suggest by removing this constraint, or raising the number of items 
allowed, grocery stores should be able to increase self-scanning. 
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Chapter Three 

Frame of Reference 

 
In this chapter, we have formulated our research questions based on the several theories 
considered within the literature review in the preceding chapter. Then the emerged frame of 
reference as well as the conceptualization and operationalization will be presented, which 
will be used to design the questionnaire and conduct empirical study.  

 

3.1 Research Questions 
In the first chapter the research problem for this research is formulated as: How and why 
consumer adopt/reject technology-based self-service (TBSS)? 
 
This research problem is quite extensive and complex and it is difficult to consider all the 
related factors. Drawing on the literature review, we are interested in portraying customers’ 
different adoption behaviour. We want to test the significant difference in customers’ 
evaluation/description of some important factors proposed by literature review and further 
analyse whether those differences relate to their different adoption behaviour. The first 
research question is thus designed to describe the different adoption behaviour. 
 
Research question one: How can the different adoption behaviour of TBSS be described? 
 
Then, three categories of influential factors become apparent, which are innovation attributes, 
consumer characteristics and situational factors. Thus we specify other three research 
questions as follows: 
 
Research question two: How can the perception/expectation of TBSS innovation attributes 
by customers with different adoption behaviour be described? 
 
Research question three: How can the customer characteristics for customers with different 
TBSS adoption behaviour be described? 
 
Research question four: How can the influence of situational factors on customer with 
different TBSS adoption behaviour be described? 
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3.2 Emerged Frame of Reference 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Emerged frame of reference 
Source: Authors’ own source 
 
In order to show how the research questions fit together, an emerged frame of references (see 
Figure 3.1) is presented. It aims to give an overview of how the important factors as 
perceived innovation attributes, consumer characteristics and situational factors relate to each 
other and all serve as influential factors on adoption behaviour of technology-based 
self-service (TBSS). All the research questions are crucial for answering the research 
problem: how and why customer adoption of technology-based self-service. 
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3.3 Conceptualization and Operationalization 

Concept Conceptualization Operationalization 
Adoption 
behaviour 

Extensive conceptualization of adoption 
behaviour goes beyond an individual’s 
decision to become a regular user of a product 
(Kotler 2003), to include behaviour of 
avoiding using and trial experience. 

Identify different adoption behaviour, 
-as avoid using, trial and repeat using; 
-in terms of first time using; 
-in terms of adoption level (full/part 
adoption); 
-in terms of future adoption intention 

Perceived characteristics of TBSS from 
innovation perspective: 

Identify how the following TBSS 
innovation attributes are perceived 
/expected by consumers with different 
adoption behaviour 

1. Relative advantage(s) Identify to what extent TBSS is perceived 
/expected as being better than the 
alternative 

2. Compatibility Identify to what extent TBSS is perceived 
/expected as being consistent to extant 
service system, consumers’ past 
experience and habits 

3. Complexity Tested through the variable of “easy of 
use” 

4. Trialability Identify to what extent triability is 
considered as an important factor for 
TBSS 

5. Observability Identify to what extent TBSS is perceived 
/expected as being possible to observe 
others to process TBSS beforehand 

6. Perceived risk Tested through the variable of 
“reliability” 

7. Speed  Tested through the variable of “relative 
advantage(s)" 

8. Control Identify to what extent TBSS is  
perceived /expected as giving more 
control to customers 

9. Enjoyment Identify to what extent TBSS is  
perceived /expected as being interesting, 
funny or enjoyable  

10. Easy of use Identify to what extent TBSS is  
perceived /expected as being easy to use 

Innovation 
Attributes 

11. Reliability (Considered as perceived of no 
risk) 
 

Identify to what extent TBSS is perceived 
/expected as having no uncertainty either 
when processing or for result 
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Note: 1. Variables 1-5 as proposed by Rogers (1995); 

2. Variable 6 as proposed by Dowling (1986), Peter and Tarpey (1975); 
3. Variables 7-11 as proposed by Dabholkar (1996); 
4. Variables 12-18 proposed by authors based on Rogers (1995)and Bobbitt and 
Dabholkar (2001); 
5. Variables 19-21 as proposed by Dabholkar and Bagozzi (2002) 
 

Table 3.1 Applied conceptualization and operationalization of emerged concepts in research 
problem and research questions 
Source: Authors’ own source
 
 

Relevant consumer characteristics include 
demographics, personalities (attitude) and 
consumption behaviour: 

Identify how the proposed consumer 
characteristics vary among consumers 
who have different adoption behaviour 

12. Age Identify consumer characteristic in terms 
of age 

13. gender Identify consumer characteristic in term 
of gender 

14. Income Identify consumer characteristic in term 
of income 

15. Education Identify consumer characteristic in term 
of education level 

16. Attitude toward self-service Identify consumers’ need for avoiding 
interaction and the need for interaction 
with a service employee and get 
personnel assistance 

17. Attitude/evaluation toward technology in 
general 

Identify consumers’ evaluation toward 
technology benefits 

Consumer 
Characteristics 

18. Consumption behaviour Identify how frequent consumer need the 
service 

Factors arise as on-site situation when and 
where service need to be fulfilled: 

Identify how the situational factors affect 
consumer’ immediate decision 

19.  Time pressure Identify to what extent consumer’s 
immediate decision will be affected by 
time available to fulfil the service 

20.  Waiting line Identify to what extent consumer’s 
immediate decision will be affected by 
waiting line 

Situational 
Factors 

21.  Crowded environment 
 

Identify to what extent consumer’s 
immediate decision will be affected by 
crowded environment 
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Chapter Four 

Methodology 

 
In this chapter a brief discussion regarding methodology will be presented. It is discussed 
and described what research purpose, research approach, and research strategy that is used 
in this research and it is also explained why we have chosen these ways of conducting the 
research. The sample selection, detailed data collection and analysis method will also be 
explained.  
 

4.1 Research purpose 
 
The purpose of academic research can be exploratory, descriptive, or explanatory. 
Exploratory studies as a valuable means of finding out “what is happening; to seek new 
insights; to ask questions and to assess phenomena in a new light”; descriptive studies with 
an object “to portray an accurate profile of persons, events or situations” and may be an 
extension of, or a forerunner to, a piece of exploratory research; and explanatory studies to 
establish causal relationship between variables. The emphasis here is on studying a situation 
or a problem in order to explain the relationship between variables. The classification most 
often used is the threefold one of exploratory, descriptive and explanatory, but in some way 
you can have more than one purpose and the purpose may change over time (refer to 
Saunders et al., 2003) 
 
The starting point of our research purpose is the research problem, which is how and why 
consumer adopt/reject technology-based self-service. Depending on the research problem and 
chosen marketing-orient perspective, literature review has been conducted in order to specify 
research questions and construct accordingly conceptual framework for later empirical study. 
Such a framework is to establish the importance of the study, as well as a benchmark for 
comparing our later empirical findings with previous literatures. A more descriptive and 
explanatory research could be considered.  
 
However, since technology-based self-service is a quite new emerged academic area, 
conceptual framework from an innovation perspective is not yet completely established. 
Besides, self-service technologies vary and we also consider that certain technology may 
have its own attributes of importance. Base our empirical study only on literature review is 
not enough. Still a gap needs to be filled between the emerged conceptual framework and the 
field study. Thus a pilot test could be considered as more exploratory research and refine our 
conceptual framework by deleting some factors of less importance on consumers adoption 
behaviour and adding some newly identified factors of much importance for further 
questionnaire designing. In summary, the research purpose is determined as mainly 
descriptive and explanatory, yet as exploratory in pilot test.  
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4.2 Research Approach 
 
Two choices of research approach are available, namely the qualitative and quantitative 
research approach. Qualitative research provides a deeper understanding of the phenomenon 
under investigation, and the problem can be understood within its context, thus furnishing a 
holistic view. Quantitative methods are often used within natural science, and the aim is 
usually explanatory—to explain causal relationships, to permit generalization, and to enable 
predictions about the future (refer to Wallström, 2002).  
 
Our research problem obviously has an explanatory trait, that is, different variables emerged 
in literature review need to be tested in empirical study as of how much relevance to explain 
the different adoption behaviour. Thus a quantitative approach proves to be suitable for our 
study. However, as mentioned above, a qualitative approach is also employed at the 
beginning, in order to have a holistic understanding on the realistic adoption behaviour and 
refine the questionnaire for later quantitative research. Thus the research approach used is 
suitable to be both quantitative and qualitative. 
 

4.3 Research Strategy 
 
According to Yin (1994) the researcher can choose a research strategy among an experiment, 
a survey, history, an analysis of archival records and a case study, depending on the character 
of research questions. 
 
Yin (1994) suggests that case studies can be used for exploratory (what), descriptive (how) or 
explanatory (why) purposes. Like the overall aim, the four research questions are mostly 
descriptive (how) and explanatory (why), but also including exploratory trait (what) at the 
pilot test as we mentioned above.  
 

 
Strategy Form of research 

question 
Requires control over 

behavioural events 
Focus on 

contemporary events
Experiment How, Why YES YES 

Survey Who, What, Where, How 
Many, How Much 

NO YES 

Archival Analysis Who, What, Where, How 
Many, How Much 

NO YES/NO 

History How, Why NO NO 

Case Study How, Why NO  YES 

 
Table 4.1. Relevant Situations for Different Research Strategies 
Source: Yin (1994) 
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Although experimental or historical strategies are also recommended by Yin if the primary 
interest is in research problem such as the above, the experimental approach is excluded 
because the adoption behaviour cannot be manipulated easily as we differentiate the adoption 
behaviour as avoiding using, trying and repeat using. Another reason is that we are explicitly 
interested in proved attitudes and real life experiences rather than behaviour in artificial 
situations. The historical approach is obviously excluded for we are investigating a fairly 
new phenomenon.  
 
Then our research strategy is suitable to be case study. However, it is important to distinguish 
between case and unit of analysis. We can have numerous units of analysis within one single 
case. Yin (1994) describes the same case study may involve more than one unit of analysis. It 
classified into holistic and embedded case study. Case studies are embedded if we are also 
interested in subunits within one or several cases. According to Yin (1994), the main unit of 
analysis is likely related to the main study question. The embedded units of analysis occur 
then attention is given to a subunit or subunits within a single case. Given that we are 
interested not only in a certain technology or case, but also in adoption behaviour of different 
customer segments, we would need to study a number of customers (units of analysis) within 
the case chosen. The main unit of analysis and the embedded subunits that can be identified 
in this research are schematically presented in Figure 4.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Units of analysis in this research’s embedded case study design 
Source: Authors’ own source 
 

4.4 Sample selection: research object 
 
Dabholkar (2003) suggests that future studies should based on research contexts where new 
technology-based self-service options are being proposed to tested would be very useful to 
practitioners in that industry. Focusing on a single technology and industry context, thus 
contributing a branch-specific empirical building-block to TBSS knowledge, would indeed 

Main units of analysis 

How and why consumer adopt/reject technology-based self-service. 

 
Embedded subunits of analysis 

Avoid Using Group  Trial Group  Repeat using Group 

 

Embedded subunits of analysis 

Innovation Attributes  Customer characteristics  Situational factors 
  .    .    .   .    .    .   .    .    .   .    .    . 
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give us a deeper insight into each of the four research questions, industry-specific problems, 
as well as the specific marketing context of the technology (Anselmsson, 2001). 
 
It may be argued that TBSS systems where the customer interacts with technology to the 
greatest extent are the most interesting. Referring to figure 1.1, Cell 1 would be the one 
where the customers generally are most interactive. This means that they are physically, 
cognitively and perceptually involved, not only with the technology, but also with the 
physical surroundings and other customer at the service site (Anselmsson, 2001). Another 
reason for choosing Cell 1 other than Cell 2 is that we have more possibilities to observe 
consumers’ real experience and conduct questionnaire-based interview as quantitative 
approach need sufficient sample of respondents for statistics validity. 
 

4.4.1 Criteria to research object selection 

Even if the scope of the field studies is limited to case study in Cell 1, a number of potential 
technologies are available for study. But, given the problem discussion and research issues 
defined, some technologies are more suitable.  
 
The optimal case would be the type of TBSS neither too successful nor too unsuccessful. We 
want to choose technologies in which customers’ attitudes and adoption behaviour vary. 
Motivation to investigate customers who differ in their level of usage of TBSS suggests that 
choose a technology that had not reached the industry’s desired user levels. This criterion 
was suggested by Anselmsson (2001) in order to create an opportunity to examine different 
responses to technological preferences and various customer characteristics exposed to the 
technology. 
 

4.4.2 Presentation of chosen research object 

Self check-in service at airports was chosen as a research object for our empirical study. 
Airports are an environment in which self-service machines are common. Airline passengers 
are waiting or moving through a concourse and a variety of machines are available to support 
the completion of the tasks that travelers need to perform. For those self-service machines, 
besides the car park pay station, a self-service photograph machine, soft drinks and 
confectionery vending machines, self check-in machine can be considered as a recent 
technology (e.g. Scandinavian Airline System (SAS) introduced such service in spring 2001) 
and an ideal case setting as consumers’ adoption behaviour vary.  
 
Self check-in service has getting attention in the airline industry. Take Arlanda airport 
(Stockholm) as an example, SAS and partners, British Airways, Finnair, and Sterling airline 
provide such service alternative. Although it is interesting to identify any differences or 
similarities in their way of offering self check-in service, we are trying to understand 
underlying factors drive consumers’ adoption/rejection behaviour without highlighting 
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differences between service offers. Two airports, namely Kallax airport (Luleå) and Arlanda 
airport (Stockholm) in Sweden, were chosen for our empirical study. Thus we do not need to 
differentiate airline companies and can use all the self check-in machines at the two airports 
for our study.  
 
Service machines exist side by side with personnel-based check-in counters at airports. 
Consumer can use either e-ticket (e.g. credit card as ticket holder) or paper ticket on the self 
check-in machine. Consumer chooses this option on free will and it is easy to compare the 
preference of those two options.  
 
Referring back to Anselmesson’s (2001) classification scheme of technology-based 
self-service delivery (see Figure 1.1), most self check-in services fall into both Cell 1 and 
Cell 2 as presented in Figure 4.2. This research focuses on the technology and application of 
self check-in machines, by excluding other check-in alternatives such as Web or Wap 
check-in based on our criteria to research object selection. Besides, field-based self check-in 
machine is designed to add value to the customer experience in a complete manner and 
airline companies have been endeavoring to promote this service option. 
 
 

 At service site At customer’s site 

Direct contact 

CELL1 
Customer goes to service site and 

uses technology to perform service. 
e.g. self-check in machine  

at airport 

CELL2 
Customer uses technology from 
home/work to perform service.  

e.g. Web1check-in 
Wap2 check-in 

Indirect contact 

CELL 3 
Customer goes to service site and 

uses automated telephone system to 
perform service. 

CELL 4 
Customer calls automated telephone 
service from home work to perform 

service. 
 
Figure 4.2 Self check-in services classification scheme 
Source: Adapted from Anselmsson (2001) 
 

4.4.3 Criteria to consumer selection  

There are two groups of respondents included in our sample. One group is travellers 
throughout the airports. Another group is travellers at the self check-in machine. The 
respondents throughout the airports are firstly questioned whether heard of Self-Check in 
Machine before. The eligible respondents should have some knowledge of Self Check-in 
Machine in order to understand and answer the questionnaire. For the respondents at the self 

                                                 
1 Web check-in describes customers check in through internet before arriving airport 2 Wap (Wireless Application Protocol): A standard for providing cellular phones, pagers and other handheld devices with 
secure access to e-mail and text-based Web pages. WAP check-in describes Mobile check-in, or wireless check-in services. 
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check-in machine, they have just finished the self-service and the awareness of self-service 
machine is obvious. In conclusion, the respondents we conduct interview with must satisfy 
one of the following conditions: 
a) Travellers had used self check-in service before; 
b) Travellers never used or avoid using self check-in service but had to have some familiarity 
with self check-in service. 
 

4.5 Data Collection Methods 

4.5.1 General description of data collection methods 

Data collection for case studies can rely on many sources of evidence. Six important ones are 
discussed by Yin (1994). A useful overview of the six major sources considers their 
comparative strengths and weakness as showed by Table 4.2. 
 
Yin (1994) suggests a good case study will use as many sources as possible. Although 
documentary information and archival records has been considered and searched by us, little 
direct information was found to relate to research problems. We guess because such 
self-service technology is newly introduced, detailed empirical study and report of TBSS 
hardly exists so far in airline industry. We also exclude physical artifacts because adoption 
behaviour and motivation are more practice activities or mental activities that no physical 
evidences can record them. 
 
We based our data collection methods mainly on observation and interviews:  
 
Observations were classified into participant-observation and direct observation. 
Participant-observation could be considered as one of the sources of evidences since we are 
earlier adopters of self check-in service and have first hand knowledge based on our 
experience with such self-service technology. Our research had been benefited from authors’ 
knowledge regarding self check-in service, otherwise it would be more difficult to design the 
questionnaire and conduct interview with customers. Another kind of observation is direct 
observation. At the airport we observed passengers doing check-in process as many as 
possible during the pilot study. The data collection through observations tried to give us a 
better understanding on the customers’ behaviour of using the self check-in machine, which 
might fill in the gap between emerged conceptual framework and field study. 
 
Data collection through interviews is most commonly used within self service research with a 
descriptive purpose. In this research, the interview method is logical as we are primarily 
interested in describing people’s behaviour and reasons underlying the behaviour. Interviews 
were classified into questionnaire-based interview and open-question interview. In the pilot 
study, open question interviews were conducted to explore any possible important factors 
relate to different adoption behaviour. Also preliminary questionnaire-based interviews were 
conducted as pre-tests for improving the questionnaire. After the questionnaire was well 
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developed to include important factors that affect consumers’ adoption behaviour and easy to 
understand, large quantities of questionnaire-based interviews were conducted during later 
empirical study. Open-question interviews were also conducted with SAS employees after 
the large quantities of questionnaire-based interviews in order to get the general comments in 
terms of customer adoption behaviour from those key informants in order to enhance the 
research quality in terms of validity. 
 
 

 Strengths Weaknesses 

Documentation - Stable  

-Can be reviewed repeatedly. 

-Unobtrusive –not created as a result of 

the case study. 

- Exact –contains exact names, 

references, and details of an event. 

- Broad coverage –long span of time, 

many events, and many settings. 

 

-Retrievability –can be low. 

-Biased selectivity, if collection is 

incomplete. 

-Reporting bias –reflects (unknown) 

bias of author. 

-Access –may be deliberately blocked. 

Archival Records -Same as above for documentation. 

-Precise and quantitative. 

 

-Same as above for documentation. 

-Accessibility due to privacy reasons. 

Interviews -Targeted and focused directly on case 

study topic. 

-Insightful –provides perceived causal 

inferences. 

-Bias due to poorly constructed 

questions. 

-Response bias. 

-Inaccuracies due to poor recall. 

-Reflexivity –interviewees gives what 

interviewer wants to hear. 

 

Direct 
Observations 

-Reality –covers events in real time. 

-Contextual –covers context of event. 

-Tie consuming. 

-Selectivity –unless broad coverage. 

-Reflexivity –event may proceed 

differently because it is being observed.

-Cost –hours needed by human 

observers. 

 

Participant 
Observation 

-Same as above for direct observations.

-Insightful into interpersonal behaviour 

and motives. 

- Same as above for direct observations.

-Bias due to investigator’s manipulation 

of events. 

 

Physical Artifacts -Insightful into cultural features. 

-Insightful into technical operations. 

-Selectivity. 

-Availability. 

 
Table 4.2 Six Sources of Evidence: Strengths and Weaknesses 
Source: Yin (1994) 
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4.5.2 Data collection issue in pilot study 

During the pilot study, we mainly use observation as data collection method. We count how 
many passengers chose personal check-in counter and those chose self check-in options. By 
either option, how many minutes it took for average? Is there any difficulties that passengers 
met during self check-in process and how did they solve them? How those passengers 
expressed their interest on self check-in options either by observing others or asking 
questions from SAS employees, or touching the screen to obtain the knowledge? This 
observation also considers the number of self check-in machines in the area, location 
(environment), functionability (task), general appearance (text, colours, icons and layout) as 
well as potential audience, consumer input/output, interactivity opportunities, contacting 
personnel (help), printing options and any other relevant and additional information.  
 
Personal interview was also used in pilot study with a purpose to explore the possible 
important factors that relate to customer adoption behaviour as well as pre-test the first draft 
of questionnaire. For the former purpose, we asked why they adopt/reject self check-in 
service option and let them comment without keeping to questionnaire. For the latter, we 
asked whether they understood the questions we put in the questionnaire, the scale they 
needed to fill in and whether those questions made sense. 
 

4.5.3 Data collection issue in Quantitative study 

Personal interview in pilot study is more exploratory in order to modify the conceptual 
framework-based questionnaire. Then questionnaire based interview is used at a later stage 
for descriptive and explanatory purpose. 
 
For the respondents met in front of self check-in machines, every third person after previous 
interview finished was approached and asked if they would be willing to answer a 
questionnaire. For the respondents caught throughout the airport were considered as 
convenient sample. The researchers were always giving attention when respondents were 
filling the questionnaire and explaining the questions when necessary. Then if the 
respondents seemed not in a hurry, the researchers would ask about final comments and some 
supplementary questions. For the respondents who never used self check-in service, we 
asked them why they have never used self check-in service or avoid using this service option. 
For the respondents who have used self check-in machine, we asked them how they were 
inspired to use self check-in services. Those final comments and supplementary information 
were in a purpose to help authors with the data analysis and improve the validity. 
 
For the questionnaire based interviews were conducted by researchers personally other than 
survey, the quality of the outcome was well controlled. Unfinished questionnaire or 
questionnaire that respondents obviously chose the same answer without careful 
consideration, were excluded.  
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4.5.4 Questionnaire design 

The main measure instrument used in this research is the questionnaire. How the 
questionnaire developed is clearly described in this section. The questionnaire was originally 
based on research questions and emerged framework of reference (see Table 4.3). The logical 
structure of the questionnaire followed the order of the four research questions. Besides, we 
adjusted the subsequence based on the kind of questions. There are two kinds of questions 
included in the quesionnaire. One kind of question is phrased in descriptive statements. As 
recommended by Parasuraman et al (1991), a 5-point Likert-scale (1=strongly disagree, 
5=strongly agree) was used. Another is multiple choices question and consumer can choose 
one or more that are applicable for them. Question 5-16 belong to 5-point scale questions and 
Question 1-4, 17-21 belong to multiple choices questions. 
 
 

 
Table 4.3 connection between the research questions, theories and the interview questions  
Source: Authors’ own source 
 
 
 
We put adoption behaviour related questions at the beginning for respondents to understand 
the situation. Those multiple choices questions are fact-based questions and easy to answer. 
Easy questions are very important at the beginning to make respondents comfortable and 
cooperative with authors. Then come up with innovation attributes related questions, part of 
customer characteristics related questions and situational factors related questions, which are 

Research questions Theories Interview 
questions 

How can the different adoption 
behaviour of TBSS be described? 

-Adoption process based model 
-Adopter categories based 
research 

Q1-Q4 
 

How can the perceived/expected TBSS 
innovation attributes by customers with 
different adoption behaviour be 
described? 
 

-Adoption process based model 
-Innovation attributes based 
research 

Q5-Q12 

How can the customer characteristics for 
customers with different adoption 
behaviour of TBSS be described? 
 

-Adoption process based model 
-Adopter categories based 
research 

Q13-Q15 
Q17-Q21 

How can the influence of situational 
factors on the adoption preference of 
TBSS for customer with different 
adoption behaviour be described? 

-Adoption process based model 
-Situational factors based 
research 
 

Q16  
(Q16-1-Q16-8) 
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all 5-point scale questions and customer don’t need to switch the head to understand the 
requirement to answer this type of questions. Those questions require customers’ careful 
consideration compared with the beginning and ending part of questions. For the ending part 
of questions, they are customer characteristics related again, but all of them belong to 
multiple choices and fact-based questions. We considered respondents might lose patience 
finally, yet they were most likely to give the right answers for those easy and fact-based 
questions. 
 
Once came up with the first draft of questionnaire, we did a pre-test for questionnaire in the 
pilot study in order to have confidence that all the questions made sense and easy to 
understand. We refined some of the questions the way to ask and dropped one innovation 
attributes as “compatibility”, which was claimed to make no sense for respondents. The 
pre-test also helped us to know the time needed for the interview. We also got to understand 
that the time issue had been a big concern for the passengers. We decided to translate the 
questionnaire into Swedish. The Swedish version was refined by Swedish native speakers 
and later had been pre-tested again. The time needed for the interview with the Swedish 
version was obviously decreased to 3-4 minutes from 5-7 minutes with an English version 
for Swedish respondents. The well-developed questionnaire we considered as a prerequisite 
for achieved research quality. 
 
 

4.6. Data Presentation and Analysis 
 
When data has been collected, it must be presented and analyzed in a meaningful way. There 
are also a number of options for analyzing the data.  
 
Pilot study is based on a qualitative approach with qualitative data acquired through 
observation and personal interview with passengers, in order to refine the conceptual 
framework and formulate questionnaire for the study. The qualitative data is based on 
descriptive information of respondents’ own words and researcher’s own description on 
observation. For the respondent’s own words, frequent cited information/factors are 
identified by authors respectively. The common identified factors were used to refine our 
emerged conceptual framework. 
 
Many contributions of our research are based on quantitative methods of analysis on large 
sample of respondents, in order to describe and explain the adoption behaviour that is to 
some extent varied in terms of proposed critical variables. Statistical tools of Microsoft Excel 
and SPSS are used for data input and analysis. The statistics results were presented and 
analyzed in combination with qualitative data. Finally a comparison had been conducted with 
the previous literatures for drawing conclusions.   
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The research design is the overall strategic choice made to relate the research problem to 
relevant, and doable, empirical research (Kinnear &Taylor, 1996). So far we have discussed 
our research purpose, research approach, research strategy, sample selection, data collection 
and analysis. A research design blueprint below (see Figure 4.4) could help to sort the whole 
process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pilot Study 
Quantitative Research 

 
Figure4.3 Research design blueprint. 
Source: Authors’ own source 
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tion 

Interviews Archival 
Records 

Direct 
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Observation 

Explanation-Building 

Research  
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Research 
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Survey 

Judgmental 

Conceptual Framework & 
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4.7. Quality Standards: Validity and Reliability 

4.7.1 Validity issue 

Have we established the correct operational measures for the concepts being studies? In this 
research, we should ask ourselves if we are really measuring factors that drive consumer’s 
different adoption behaviour. Yin’s solution for assuring construct validity is: use multiple 
sources of information, establish chain of evidence, and have key informants review the 
report. 
 
Multiple sources of information were used in the form of three different kinds of sources: 
first, literature review on previous empirical research (support from other researchers); 
second, primary data in the form of qualitative and quantitative customer interviews (support 
from customers’ own statements), and third, participant observation and direct observation 
by authors. 
 
Establishing chain of evidence was performed in three steps. First, literature review brings us 
with an emerged framework. It is to establish the importance of the study, as well as a 
benchmark for comparing our later empirical finding with previous literature results. Second, 
pilot study tries to fill in the gap between emerged conceptual framework and later extensive 
field study. Third, the questionnaire as an instrument of data collection allows multiple 
quantitative methods for examining the data. Also these findings are validated in statistical 
studies. Finally, the study applies methods and instruments to previously adoption/diffusion 
researches and technology-base self-service studies. This means that we can link the results 
of this research to other similar empirical studies. 
 
Have key informants review the report. As customers are the every unit of analysis and 
simultaneously key informants in this report, this tactic is difficult (Anselmsson, 2001). 
However, at the end of several personal interviews, respondents were asked to comment on 
some of the conclusions. (Am I right that your overall perception is ….? The main factors 
make you (avoid using, trial or repeat using) is….?).  
 

4.7.2 Reliability Issue 

Will the measures produce the same results on other technology-based self-service context or 
by other researchers? The first question also does with generalisability. We design our 
questionnaire including attitude toward technologies in general and self-service options in 
general, to some extend, compare the specific self check-in service with other self-service 
options. Airport context is criticized by researchers that it cannot represent the general 
populations. We are aware of this point and concerned about the properties of the target 
populations. Our quantitative research mainly carried out before and after Christmas, when 
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people in different walks of life are most likely to travel to and from home, our study has the 
chance to catch general passengers other than only frequent fliers 
 
Would someone else conducting this research project come to the same conclusions, if the 
same procedure was followed? First of all, we describe our method as clear as possible. Thus 
other researchers can understand and repeat the same procedures. Regarding the research 
design itself, as for the qualitative part, it is a difficult criterion to fulfil because observation 
and interview are subjective more or less. But we conduct literature review prior to our pilot 
study and categorise data according to previous researchers who conduct similar studies. 
Thus we can try our best to avoid subject error or bias. Another important issue is that, the 
whole empirical study is conducted at two different venues and by two conductors 
respectively. Thus we believe it can lower the observe error or bias. Finally, there are more 
reasons to be confident that the statistical data analysis and interpretations could be replicable. 
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Chapter Five 

Data Presentation and Analysis 

 
In this chapter the findings and discussion regarding the empirical study will be presented. It 
begins with the descriptive statistics results and then moves on to discuss the statistical 
results of every research question.  
 
 

5.1 Descriptive data and statistics analysis  
The data collection were performed twice by researchers respectively, on December 9th when 
one researcher traveled from Kallax airport (Luleå) to Arlanda airport (Stockholm) and later 
spent one day on Arlanda airport; and on December 19th when the another researcher traveled 
from Skellefteå airport to Arlanda airport and later spent several hours on Arlanda airport. 
Finally 96 copies were collected and considered as qualified questionnaires for statistics 
analysis. Among those in front of the self check-in machines included 79 respondents and 
throughout the airport included 17.  
 

5.1.1 Different adoption behaviour 

5.1.1.1 Sample breakdown for research design 
 
A breakdown for the respondents of 96 in relation to usage (Q1) and future intention (Q4) is 
shown in Figure 5.1. We consider customer’s using the self check-in service 1-2 times as trial 
experience and 3 times or more as habitual experience. Thus we have three groups for the 
statistics analysis thereafter, namely Group NU (Never Used), Group TU (Try to Use) and 
Group RU (Repeat using). Group NU has 7 respondents. Group TU and Group RU have 
more respondents as 41 and 48 respectively. No matter respondents’ present usage of self 
check-in service, most of them show their possible intention to use self service in the future.  
 
As Figure 5.1 shows, 4 of 7 respondents who never used self service intend to use in the 
future, yet 3 of them state that it depends on the situation. 21 of 41 respondents who tried self 
service 1 or 2 times intend to use in the future, 16 of them state that it depends on the 
situation, and only one refuse to use in the future (3 missing values for this question included 
in this group). Finally, in a great measure, 45 of 48 respondents who used self service 3 times 
or more intend to use in the future, and only 3 of them state that it depends on the situation. 
In total, 70 of 93 respondents (3 missing values deducted) have the affirmative intention, 22 
are in two minds and will use the self service depending on situation and only 1 refuse to use 
in the future after the trial experience.
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Figure 5.1 Distribution of sample subjects in relation to past usage and future intention 
 
 
5.1.1.2 Adoption behaviour research from other two perspectives 
 
For Scandinavian Airlines System (SAS), Self check-in service was introduced since the 
spring 2001. However, neither passengers are aware of the self check-in service option at the 
same time, nor will they use this service option at the same time.  
 
Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of sample subjects in relation to the first time experience of 
the self-service in an over-time sequence. Only respondents who have used self check-in 
service are relevant to this question (Q2). 1 of 41 respondents who had first trial experience 
two years ago, 10 of them tried between one year and two years ago, 14 of them tried around 
half a year ago, and 16 of them tried within three months.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Sample subjects’ first trial over time sequence 
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For 48 respondents who repeated using this service, 15 of them tried this service option two 
years ago, 15 of them tried between one year and two years ago, 14 of them tried around half 
a year ago, and 4 of them tried within three months. Obviously, the earlier the respondents 
adopt this service option, the more times of usage the respondents are likely to have. In total 
of 89 relevant respondents, 16 of them tried this service option two years ago, 25 of them 
tried between one year and two years ago, 28 of them tried around half a year ago, and 20 of 
them tried within three months. More than the half tried this service in recent half a year, 
probably because of the intensive promotion activities SAS provided since the autumn 2003, 
and especially the SAS employees have been taking initiatives to invite passengers and help 
them to try self check-in service. 
 
Another perspective of adoption behaviour is what and to what extend the functions of self 
check-in machine have been adopted by passengers. Besides “check-in”, a series functions 
like seat selection, luggage check-in, picking up ticket and changing flight, etc, could be 
performed by passengers. However, the service functions that are mostly used varied among 
adopters.  
 
A histogram (see Figure 5.3) was used to show the service functions that are mostly adopted 
when customers use the self check-in machine. For 89 respondents relevant to this question 
(Q3), 65 of them often checked in luggage when they use self check-in machine. 53 of them 
often need to print boarding card (paper ticket do not need to print the boarding card). Only 
31 respondents have seat selection or changing seat as a concern. 23 respondents would pick 
up tickets by machine and 8 respondents change flights by machine. For others (service 
functions), 2 respondents refer to picking up stand by tickets and 1 respondent refers to 
frequent flyer program registration. 
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Figure 5.3 Different service functions adopted by sample subjects 
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5.1.2 Service attributes and adoption behaviour  

Overall, the self check-in service was perceived as a good check-in option and received very 
good grades for adoption preference (Q5) (M=3.927, SD=1.008) (see Table 5.1). Q6, Q8, 
Q10-Q12 are service attributes perceived/expected by customers. All the mean values for the 
service attributes items are graded over 3 (3 is the middle on a 5-point scale, were 1 is the 
worst and 5 is the best). “Relative advantages” (M=833, SD=0.937) and “easy to use” 
(M=3.958, SD=0.988) receive higher grades, which suggest that relative advantages and easy 
to use are perceived better than other service attributes. Q7 and Q9 are designed to compare 
customer’s preference in terms of knowledge acquisition: either understanding the self 
check-in service him/herself or obtaining prior help from others. The mean value suggests 
that respondents evaluate the trialability (M=4.073, SD=0.909) better than prior help from 
others (M=3.094, SD=1.240) as important factor. 
 
We asked respondents to specify the relative advantages for using self check-in service and 
42 of respondents fill in this blank. The result is shown in table 5.2. The term “relative 
advantages” refers to how the new option-self check-in service is perceived by customers in 
terms of its superiority over the already available-regular check-in counter. Among those 
answers, “quick”, “rapid” (“snabbt”, “fort”) are most often cited by respondents (n=18). 
“Short waiting line” and “no need to waiting” is cited as the second important advantage 
(n=13). Another two of respondents cited as “time saving”. The above cited answers may 
either refer to “no need to wait” or “short time of service delivery/performance”. Then 
follows the concern of simpleness of technologies, which was cited by 8 respondents. Other 
advantages are less cited, however, it is interesting to note that three of the respondents cited 
“like self service” as relative advantages. Those respondents has apparently positive attitude 
towards the self-service technologies irrespective of what kind of self check-in service it is.  
 
 

  Mean Std.Dev.
Q5 Adoption preference 3.927 1.008 
Q6 Relative advantage(s) 3.833 0.937 
Q7 Trialability 4.073 0.909 
Q8 Easy to use 3.958 0.988 
Q9 Prior help 3.094 1.240 
Q10 Perceived no risk 3.229 1.031 
Q11 Enjoyment 3.340 1.151 
Q12 Control 3.542 1.222 
Q13 Need for avoiding interaction 2.435 1.092 
Q14 Need for personnel assistance 3.758 1.209 
Q15 Attitude toward technology 4.354 0.808 

 
Table 5.1 Descriptive statistics of service attributes and customer attitudes 
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Advantages Number of respondents3 
Rapid, quick 18 
Short waiting line, no need to wait 13 
Easy, simple 8 
Like self service 3 
Time saving 2 
control 2 
Don’t need to wait for check-in counter open 1 
No risk 1 
Check-in baggage 1 

 
Table 5.2 Relative advantages cited by sample subjects  
 

5.1.3 Customer characteristics and adoption behaviour 

Referring to Table 5.1, Q13-Q15 show customers attitudes’ mean value and standard 
deviation. With customers’ adoption on self service technologies, customer still consider 
interaction with personnel and obtaining their attention and help as important factor. They 
would not use self service to purposely avoid interaction with service personnel. In respect to 
the attitude toward technology in general, the grade is quite high, which suggests the 
respondents have positive attitude to the technology and may guide their preference to self 
service technologies as well.  
 
Table 5.3 shows the result of other customer characteristics in terms of consumer behaviour 
and demographics. About 31.3 percent of the respondents travelled 1-2 times with airplane in 
recent three months, 46.9 percent of them travelled 3 times or more, 18.8 percent travelled 
11-20 times and 3.1 percent travelled more than 21 times. Those figures suggest that the 
sample of respondents represent travellers with varied flying behaviour other than only 
frequent flyers.  
 
Except for two missing values, male and female group have similar number of respondent, 
which account for 50 percent and 48 percent respectively.  
 
With respect to age, 6.3 percent were younger than 20 years, 22.9 percent were between 
20-30 years. The age span of 31-40 years account for the biggest part was 36 percent. The 
generation older than 40 were still account for a good many. 20 percent were between 41-50 
years and 12 percent were older than 50. 
 
With respect to income level, about 31.3 percent of respondents earned less than 18000 Kr a 
month. 41.7 percent of them earned between 18000 Kr and 32000 Kr, which account for the 

                                                 
3 The sum for this column is over 42 for some of respondents provide more than one advantage. 
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biggest income band. The rest of respondents earned more than 32000 Kr, accounting for 25 
percent.  
 
Finally, it is interesting to note that the education profile of the respondents indicates that all 
the respondents had high school, diploma or a higher qualification. In other words, no one 
receive education less than high school, and only 11.5 percent were with high school 
qualification. 29.2 percent possessed diploma qualification. More than half (52.1 percent) of 
the respondents had bachelor and 7.3 percent had post-graduate qualification. 
 
 
Categorical variables Frequency Percentage
Q17 Travel frequency/3 months:   

1-2 times 30 31.3  
3-10 times 45 46.9  
11-20 times 18 18.8   
21 times or more 3 3.1  

Q18 Gender:   

Male 48 50.0  
Female 46 47.9  
Missing values 2 2.1 

Q19 Age:   

Less than 20 6 6.3  
20-30 22 22.9  
31-40 36 37.5  
41-50 20 20.8  
More then 50 12 12.5  

Q20 Income level (Kr/month):   

Less than 18000 30 31.3  
18001-32000 40 41.7  
32001-50000 23 24.0   
more than 50000 1 1.0  
Missing values 2 2.1 

Q21 Education:   

less than high school 0 0.0  
High school 11 11.5  
Diploma 28 29.2  
Bachelor 50 52.1  
Post-graduate 7 7.3 

(Total respondents: 96, 1$=7.5 Kr) 
 
Table 5.3 Travel frequency and demographics of sample subjects 
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Group NU (n=7) Group TU(n=41) Group RU(n=48) 

Categorical variables 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage

Q17 Travel frequency/3 months:       
1-2 times 5 71.4  21 51.2 4 8.3 
3-10 times 1 14.3 15 36.6 29 60.4 
11-20 times 1 14.3 5 12.2 12 25.0 
21 times or more 0 0 0 0 3 6.3 

Q18 Gender:       
Male 5 71.4  19 46.3 24 50.0 
Female 2 28.6  22 53.7 22 45.8 

Q19 Age:       
Less than 20 0 0 6 14.6 0 0 
20-30 0 0 8 19.5 14 29.2 
31-40 3 42.9  12 29.3 21 43.8 
41-50 1 14.3 11 26.8 8 16.7 
More then 50 3 42.9  4 9.8 5 10.4 

Q20 Income level (Kr/month):       
Less than 18000 3 42.9  15 36.6 12 25.0 
18001-32000 3 42.9  17 41.5 20 41.7 

32001-50000 1 14.3   7 17.1 15 31.3 

more than 50000 0 0 0 0 1 2.1 

Q21 Education:       
less than high school 0 0.0  0 0   
High school 0 0 9 22.0 2 4.2 

Diploma 2 28.6  14 34.1 12 25.0 

Bachelor 3 42.9  18 43.9 29 60.4 

Post-graduate 2 28.6 0 0 5 10.4 

 
Table 5.4 Travel frequency and demographics of subgroups 
 
 
After the descriptive statistics of service attributes and customer characteristics were 
presented, chi-square test and a one way between-groups ANOVA test was conducted based 
on service usage (according to our research design, refer to three groups with different 
adoption behaviour: Group NU, Group TU and Group RU) to determine the differences in 
terms of preference, perceived attributes and demographic difference, etc.  
 
Table 5.4 shows frequency and percentage for travel frequency, gender, age, income level 
and education divided by subgroups according to our research design, in order to determine if 
each categorical variable listed in the left is related to adoption behaviour. However the 
results cannot be verified by statistics significance since the assumption of chi-square cannot 
be satisfied because of the small number of respondents in some categories. Thus we leave 
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the description of subgroups without statistic verification, only for a descriptive purpose 
other than explanatory purpose. 
On the other hand, ANOVA yielded some statistically significant differences. They are 
factors including adoption preference (Q5) ［F (2, 93)=10.713, p<0.001］ , Relative 
advantage(s) (Q6) ［F (2, 93)= 3.155, p<0.047］, Easy to use (Q8) ［F (2, 92)4= 11.676, 
p<0.001］, Control (Q12) ［F (2, 93)= 4.585, p<0.013］, Need for avoiding interaction (Q13) 
［F (2, 89)5= 3.306, p<0.041］. ANOVA test can only indicate the significant difference 
among groups without telling which of the groups differ, thus post-hoc tests were also 
conducted for multiple comparisons in terms of those factors that obtain a significant 
difference in overall ANOVA test.  
 
Besides ANOVA, post-hot comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean 
score of “adoption preference” for Group RU (M=4.333) was significantly different from 
Group NU (M=3.000) and Group TU (M=3.610) respectively, yet the mean difference 
between Group NU and Group TU was not significant. 
 
In respect to innovation attributes, firstly “relative advantages”, through ANOVA showed a 
significant difference in the mean score among Group NU (M=3.429), Group TU (M=3.634) 
and Group RU (M=4.063), there was no significant difference for either two of those groups. 
Secondly, in respect to “easy to use”, Group NU (M=2.714) was significantly different from 
Group TU (M=3.750), Group TU was significantly different from Group RU (M=4.313), and 
in turn Group RU was also significantly different from Group NU. Thirdly, in respect to 
“control”, Group NU (M=2.286) was significantly different from Group TU (M=3.537) and 
Group RU (M=3.729) respectively, yet the mean difference between Group TU and Group 
TU was not significant. 
 
In respect to “need for avoiding interaction”, there was a significant difference in the mean 
score for Group NU (M=1.571) and Group TU (M=2.667). There were no significant 
differences for Group RU (M=2.370) with other two groups. All the mean values are under 3, 
which suggest that all the respondents disagree with this statement and use self check-in 
service not for avoiding interaction with personnel.  
 
For the rest of variables, innovation attributes in respect of trialability, prior help, perceived 
no risk, and enjoyment; need for personnel assistance and attitude toward technology, there 
are no significant difference among three groups. But an attention should give to the mean 
value of “need for personnel assistance” and “attitude toward technology”. Those mean 
values are quite high. It suggests that, irrespective of the group, respondents consider the 
personnel assistance as important factor as well as they have positive attitude towards 
technology in general. 

                                                 
4 df was adjusted for the missing values 
5 df was adjusted for the missing values 
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Factors  Mean value Std.Dev. F2, 93 p-value
Q5 Adoption preference     
Group NU 3.00 1.291 10.713(*) <0.001
Group TU 3.61 1.046   

 Group RU 4.33 0.724   
Q6 Relative advantage(s)     
Group NU 3.43 1.272 3.155(*) 0.047 
Group TU 3.63 0.915   

 Group RU 4.06 0.861   
Q7 Trialability     
Group NU 3.86 0.900 1.100 0.337 
Group TU 3.95 1.024   

 Group RU 4.21 0.798   
Q8 Easy to use     
Group NU 2.71 1.113 11.676(*) <0.001
Group TU 3.75 0.954   

 Group RU 4.31 0.803   
Q9 Observability and prior help     
Group NU 3.00 1.000 0.032 0.969 
Group TU 3.12 1.249   

 Group RU 3.08 1.285   
Q10 Perceived no risk     
Group NU 2.71 0.756 0.965 0.385 
Group TU 3.24 0.994   

 Group RU 3.29 1.091   
Q11 Enjoyment     
Group NU 2.71 1.380 1.512 0.226 
Group TU 3.28 1.109   

 Group RU 3.49 1.140   
Q12 Control     
Group NU 2.29 1.113 4.585(*) 0.013 
Group TU 3.54 1.075   

 Group RU 3.73 1.267   
Q13 Need for avoiding interaction     
Group NU 1.57 0.787 3.306(*) 0.041 
Group TU 2.67 1.155   

 Group RU 2.37 1.019   
Q14 Need for personnel assistance     
Group NU 3.86 1.215 1.961 0.147 
Group TU 3.48 1.281   

 Group RU 3.98 1.120   
     
  (Continued)  
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Factors  Mean value Std.Dev. F2, 93 p-value
Q15 Attitude toward technology     
Group NU 4.00 0.816 2.329 0.103 
Group TU 4.22 0.936   

 Group RU 4.52 0.652   
* The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 
Table 5.5 ANOVA by groups with different adoption behaviour   

  
 

Factors (I)Adoption 
behaviour 

(J)Adoption 
behaviour 

Mean 
Difference 
(I-J) 

p-value 

Group NU Group TU -.610 0.241 
  Group RU -1.333 (*) 0.002 
Group TU Group NU 0.610 0.241 
  Group RU -0.724(*) 0.001 
Group RU Group NU 1.333(*) 0.002 

Adoption 
preference 
  
  
  
     Group TU 0.724(*) 0.001 

Group NU Group TU -0.21 0.847 
  Group RU -0.63 0.207 
Group TU Group NU 0.21 0.847 
  Group RU -0.43 0.077 
Group RU Group NU 0.63 0.207 

Relative 
advantages 
  
  
  
    Group TU 0.43 0.077 

Group NU Group TU -1.04(*) 0.015 
  Group RU -1.60(*) <0.001 
Group TU Group NU 1.04(*) 0.015 
  Group RU -0.56(*) 0.011 
Group RU Group NU 1.60(*) <0.001 

Easy to use  
  
  
  
  

  Group TU 0.56(*) 0.011 
Group NU Group TU -1.25(*) 0.029 
  Group RU -1.44(*) 0.009 
Group TU Group NU 1.25(*) 0.029 
  Group RU -0.19 0.723 
Group RU Group NU 1.44(*) 0.009 

Control 
  
  
  
  
    Group TU 0.19 0.723 

Group NU Group TU -1.10(*) 0.037 
  Group RU -0.80 0.161 
Group TU Group NU 1.10(*) 0.037 
  Group RU 0.30 0.410 
Group RU Group NU 0.80 0.161 

Need for avoiding 
interaction  
  
  
   

  Group TU -0.30 0.410 
* The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 
Table 5.6 Multiple Comparisons for factors emerged in overall ANOVA  
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5.1.4 Situational factors and adoption preference 

Situational factors included whether the consumer was in a hurry, whether customer need to 
check-in luggages, relative length of lines at alternative check-ins line and crowded 
environment. Under the circumstance with four pairs of situational factors, respondents chose 
their preference of alternative check-ins.  
 
Paired-samples t-test (two-tailed) was run for every pair of situational factors: under time 
pressure vs. no time pressure; need to check in luggages vs. no need to check in luggages; 
waiting line is shorter at regular check-in vs. waiting line is shorter at self check-in; crowd 
environment vs. not crowd environment.  
 
Through t-test for the whole sample, there was a significant difference in the preference of 
alternative check-ins in terms of waiting lines and crowded environment. Respondents prefer 
to use self service better when “waiting line is shorter at self check-in” (M=3.83, SD=1.176) 
than “waiting line is shorter at regular check-in” (M=3.16, SD=1.431), t (95)= 3.478, p=0.001.  
Another, respondents prefer to use self service better under “crowded environment” (M=3.94, 
SD=1.192) than “not crowded environment” (M=3.36, SD=1.296), t (94)6= 3.553, p=0.001. 
 

*The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 
 
Table 5.7 t-test of adoption preference by paired situational factors  
 
 

                                                 
6 df was adjusted for the missing values 

Factors Mean Std.Dev. t-value (t95)  
Q16-1, Under time pressure 
 

3.61 1.301 

Q16-2, No time pressure 
 

3.68 1.334 
-0.302 
(p=0.763) 

Q16-3, Need to check in luggages 
 

3.46 1.284 

Q16-4, No need to check in luggages 
 

3.76 1.267 
-1.604 
(p=0.112) 

Q16-5, Waiting line is shorter at 
regular check-in 

3.16 1.431 

Q16-6, Waiting line is shorter at self 
check-in 

3.83 1.176 
-3.313(*) 
(p=0.001) 

Q16-7, Crowded environment 
 

3.94 1.192 

Q16-8, Not crowded environment 
 

3.36 1.296 
3.553(*) 
(p=0.001) 
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*The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 
 
Table 5.8 t-test of adoption preferences by paired situational factors for groups with different 
adoption behaviour 
 
Later, the same test was repeated within three subgroups respectively, namely Group NU, 
Group TU and Group RU, to look for possible difference.  
 
Within Group NU the result of t-test suggests only the factor of waiting lines had affected the 
respondents’ adoption preference. Respondents in this group prefer to use self service better 
when “waiting line is shorter at self check-in” (M=3.71, SD=1.113) than “waiting line is 
shorter at regular check-in” (M=1.57, SD=/1.134), t (6)= 3.382, p=0.015. 
In the contrast, within Group RU the result of t-test suggests only the factor of crowded 
environment had affected the respondents’ adoption preference. Respondents in this group 
prefer to use self service better under “crowded environment” (M=4.06, SD=1.111) than “not 
crowded environment” (M=3.57, SD=1.264), t (46)7 = 3.553, p=0.023.  
 
Within Group TU, two of the factors as waiting lines and crowded environment were found 
to have significant influence on the respondents’ adoption preference. Respondents in this 
group prefer to use self service better when “waiting line is shorter at self check-in” (M=3.78, 
SD=1.294) than “waiting line is shorter at regular check-in” (M=3.02, SD=1.525), t (40)= 
2.115, p=0.041.  Another, respondents prefer to use self service better under “crowded 
environment” (M=3.93, SD=1.233) than “not crowded environment” (M=3.12, SD=1.288), t 
(40) = 3.047, p=0.004.  

                                                 
7 df was adjusted for the missing values 

Group NU Group TU Group RU Factors 
M/SD t-value (t6)  M/SD t-value (t40)  M/SD t-value (t47) 

Q16-1, Under time 
pressure 

3.57 
/1.397 

3.41 
/1.396 

3.79 
/1.202 

Q16-2, No time pressure 
 

3.14 
/1.773 

0.411 
(p=0.695) 3.61 

/1.358 

-0.582 
(p=0.564) 3.81 

/1.249 

-0.079 
(p=0.937) 

Q16-3, Need to check in 
luggages 

2.71 
/1.113 

3.25 
/1.335 

3.74 
/1.206 

Q16-4, No need to check 
in luggages 

3.00 
/1.633 

-0.311 
(p=0.766) 3.80 

/1.181 

-1.921 
(p=0.062) 3.83 

/1.274 

-0.342 
(p=0.734) 

Q16-5, Waiting line is 
shorter at regular check-in 

1.57 
/1.134 

3.02 
/1.525 

3.50 
/1.220 

Q16-6, Waiting line is 
shorter at self check-in 

3.71 
/1.113 

-3.382(*) 
(p=0.015) 3.78 

/1.294 

-2.115(*) 
(p=0.041) 3.90 

/1.096 

-1.615 
(p=0.113) 

Q16-7, Crowd 
environment 

3.14 
/1.345 

3.93 
/1.233 

4.06 
/1.111 

Q16-8, Not crowd 
environment 

3.29 
/1.496 

-0.194 
(p=0.853) 3.12 

/1.288 

3.047(*) 
(p=0.004) 3.57 

/1.264 

2.350(*) 
(p=0.023) 
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5.1.5 Reasons for rejection behaviour 

For 7 copies of questionnaire are weak in statistics analysis for Group NU, we included the 
result of the personal interview at the airplane, passenger lounges and airports corridors of 
why passengers have never used or avoid using self check-in machine. The following are 
customers’ comments for not using self check-in service. 
 

• “We don’t travel so much and it seems not necessary to learn how to use the 
machine.” 

• “Do not need to check in at all, we can go through the boarding gate directly by 
using our card.” 

• “The airline I am using now does not offer such kind of machine” 
• “I used it long time ago with the help from an employee, but right now I forgot how to 

use it again” 
• “I didn’t have to pick up any ticket because I had it already so I go directly to the 

counter” 
• “I don’t see any advantages. It is the same thing! People have to wait in line in any 

case….” 
• “I have never seen that kind of machine” (it was explained here that they have the 

appearance as ATM Machine), “no idea, there are many of them here around that I 
can’t recognize them” 

• “I have no idea how to use this machine, so I don’t want to waste my time learning 
how to do it if I can go directly to the desk…” 

• “I like most personalized assistance, specially when it’s about travelling” 
• “I tried to use it right now but I have several pieces as baggage so I have to go to the 

desk” 
• “I can’t any of the languages available on the machine” (it was a Spanish speaking 

responder) 
• “You can have direct contact with the staff so they can solve your questions directly” 
• “I don’t see the point here! I have already used the machine but I was in line waiting 

for dropping the baggage…it should be faster” (we should take into consideration it 
was high season- December 19th) 

• “I tried to use it once but it wasn’t so easy as it looks like” 
• “I wanted to use it once but my type of ticket was not valid for that machine” (it was 

“Klick & Pris” ticket of Skyways8) 
• “I think it is unsafe to use this machine, maybe I can cancel my flight by accident and 

I don’t want to do that” 
• “My father told me that he had a bad experience once using this machine. So I’m 

following his recommendation: not use it”  
• “For me it is not so important this new way for checking-in” 

                                                 
8 One of SAS partners 
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• “That machine is like an ATM machine? so why use it? People use ATM machines 
when banks are closed. Regular check-in counters must be open at any time 
depending on flights, so I do not see any reason for using it”  

• “ I am not used to handle with these kinds of technology” 
• “I wanted to use it several times but it didn’t work for me, so I gave up! At the 

regular counters problems are solved directly” 
• “My partner (sambo) and I used to travel together often so he does the check-in for 

me”  
 
The experience of not using self check-in machines in particular do not succeed in some 
passengers as a valued item. In some cases because they do not need to pick up any ticket, 
they were taking flights whose tickets are not applicable to self check-in machine or they just 
prefer the regular alternative to check-in. In addition because some of them, who have used 
this machine previously, do not see an advantage if they have to return to waiting line again. 
Situation that can happen during the high season, for example Christmas holiday, at the 
waiting line for dropping the baggage. 
 
Even these machines are plenty identified with the company’s logo some passengers do not 
differentiate it from other automated machines; they have not seen that type of self check-in 
machine ever.  
 
Lack of knowledge can also conduct that customers return to use regular check-in counters 
when they do not really need it just because maybe some of the passengers did not know that 
their airlines they were considering were a SAS partner and as a result could use the SAS self 
check-in machines available in the terminal. 
 
It is important to understand how time can influence the link between consumers’ attitudes 
toward using this machine because some passengers lack of knowledge about how to use it so 
they avoid it in order to save time and keep all under control originating calmness and relax, 
important factors especially if passengers are engaged in long distance travel. 
 
Passengers trust companies in some cases by the contact through their employees and some of 
them perceive it as decisive for using regular check-in counters, which invites easy access and 
offers interaction with personnel, consequently questions and problems can be solved directly.  
In other words, passengers get used to personal assistance in their service encounters may be 
less than enthusiastic to use this machine even though this might appear to offer clear 
advantages over the existing check-in counters. 
 

5.2 Discussion of statistical results 
In this section, results are discussed as they related to the four research questions, which 
convince that our research questions had been answered with our empirical study. 
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5.2.1 Research question one: How can the different adoption behaviour of 
technology-based self-service be described? 

The first research question has an intention to describe general adoption behaviour specifically 
under the case setting as self check-in service. A total of 96 respondents throughout the 
selected airports makeup our sample of subjects, among those about 92 percent of the 
responders has used or tried the machine before. But this figure cannot explain adoption rate 
since 79 of those respondents were met in front of self check-in machine. For the adoption 
rate, we can base on the observation and the interview with SAS personnel, the adoption rate 
would be a little over 50 percent for domestic flights but much lower (proximately 20 percent) 
for international flights.  
 
Regardless of customer with different adoption behaviour, most of the respondents (about 73 
percent) showed their affirmative intention to use in the future and such percentage for 
respondents in Group RU reached 94 percent. The results showed that the sample of subjects 
have general positive attitude toward using self check-in service and especially the 
respondents who repeated using such service. 
 
However, a careful attention must be given to the small number of respondents who never 
used the self check-in service. We include much qualitative information, that is to say the 
interviews with customers for their reason not to use the self check-in service, in an intention 
to fill in this gap. In some cases customers do not need to use self check-in service for they 
do not need to check-in at all; in other cases customers have less need to learn using self 
check-in service for they do not travel frequently. Provided customers have such a need to 
use self check-in service, there may be some special requirements for using self check-in 
service, like the specified airlines and their flights, some kind of tickets, using languages, 
pieces of luggages and connection of different flights. Only those customers who have such a 
need and are allowed to use this self service option are potential adopters. However those 
customers may lack for knowledge. For example customers return to use regular check-in 
counters when they do not really have to just because maybe some of the passengers did not 
know that their airlines they were considering were a SAS partner and as a result could use 
the SAS self check-in machines available in the terminal. On the other hand, the reasons for 
customer not using self check-in service may stem from the machine itself. Even these 
machines are plenty identified with the company’s logo some passengers do not differentiate 
it from other automated machines. 
 
For the respondents try to use or repeat using self check-in service, referring to their first trial 
experience, the inspiration reason dose not definitely go to the opposite as customer need this 
service by his/her self-conscience. The majority of respondents were recommended by 
friends or SAS employees and then evaluate self check-in service as a better alternative, 
especially when there is a long queue in front of the regular check-in counter.  
 
It is important to group adopters in terms of time subsequence and compare the finding with 
SAS promotion program. Since fall of 2003 SAS started a promotion program and set a 
self-service assistance terminal around those self check-in machines. The personnel stand by 
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the terminal could offer assistance or trouble shooting by request. Sometime they also go to 
the queue at the regular check-in counter and invite customers to try this service option. The 
promotion may to some extent explain that the number of respondents who start using self 
check-in service in recent half year account for 54 percent of respondents. The findings suggest 
this SAS promotion has a definitely positive influence on customer adoption rate. Customers 
trust companies in some cases by the contact through their employees.  
 
From the statistic results for the different service functions adopted by sample subjects, an 
interesting figure is 53 percent of respondents often need to print the boarding card. Since 
paper tickets do not need to print the boarding card, this figure may suggest that those 
respondents may mainly use e-ticket as a ticket holder. Those who accept e-ticket may be 
more likely to accept other innovations (e.g. self check-in service) that embedded in a system 
as a whole. Furthermore, seat selection is not a concern, while luggage check-in is. 
Increasing the luggage pieces allowed to check in with the machine or deceasing the waiting 
line when customer drop the luggages even during the peak hour may definitely increase 
customers’ preference to use self check-in service.  
 

5.2.2 Research question two: How can TBSS innovation attributes perceived/expected 
by customers with different adoption behaviour? 

Research question two concerned whether technology-based self-service’s innovation 
attributes are perceived different by customers with different adoption behaviour. Customers 
who regularly use self check-in are more likely to view self check-in option as performing 
better on these service attributes in comparison with other two groups and this would guide 
their preference and use of self service option. Of the overall preference and seven service 
attributes proposed in the conceptual framework, overall preference, relative advantages, 
easy to use and control are significantly different among three groups of respondents. 
 
Overall preference 
The statistic result suggests that, with the experience increased and adoption of self check-in 
service as a habitual behaviour, the overall preference would increase, while trial experience 
dose not definitely guide the overall preference. 
 
Relative advantages 
ANOVA show statistically significant difference on relative advantages perceived by 
customer with different adoption behaviour. Probably those differences are not real huge thus 
post-hot comparisons cannot prove the difference in either two of the groups. Speed of 
delivery and no need for waiting are most cited relative advantages. Those two advantages 
are naturally crucial for travelers with airplane since they always have time as a big concern. 
 
Easy to use 
Ease of use is the most distinctly perceived innovation attribute in ANOVA and validated 
with post-hot comparisons. It suggests that the perceived of easy to use is distinctly increased 
along the adoption process, namely from non-user to trial and from trial to adopter. Making 
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“non-users” to have their first trial experience is very important. The expected complexity is 
most likely to be decreased after their first trial experience. Besides, easy to use is also 
proved in the qualitative data as am important determinant for their using self check-in 
service since quite a lot respondents cite easy to use as relative advantages. It also suggests 
that those two innovation attributes are to some extent overlapped. 
 
Control 
Control is another innovation attribute that is also cited in relative advantages, yet fewer as 
only two respondents, prove to be another important determinant. Post-hot comparisons show 
that only customer who never used self check-in service cannot perceive control as an 
important innovation attributes. Both customer in trial group and group of repeated using 
consider self check-in service give them more control.  
 
Besides relative advantages, easy to use and control, perceived no risk and enjoyment are 
also enhanced significantly after customer obtaining the first time experience. And those two 
attributes will not change significantly after the first time experience. Trialability is not 
allowed with present self check-in service. We ask the importance of this attributes perceived 
by respondents. The result suggests trialability was considered as very important innovation 
attributes. Most of the respondents consider the trialability more important than obtaining 
help from others directly. One explanation might be that the person who would like to use 
self service option also want to obtain the knowledge themselves if such possibilities are 
available.  
 

5.2.3 Research question three: How can the customer characteristics be described by 
customers with different adoption behaviour? 

Research question three does something with customer’s characteristics. In the conceptual 
framework, two aspects in respect to the attitude toward technology-based self-service, 
consumption behaviour and other four demographics are proposed as our investigation 
factors.  
 
Attitude toward self service 
Only the need for avoiding interaction is validated in ANOVA with post-hot comparisons to 
have significant difference among those three groups. Even if this customer characteristic 
varies among respondents, the general low scale points show that respondents chose self 
service not because they want to avoid the interaction with personnel, yet the customers who 
never used self service have the strongest objection to this statement. In terms of the need for 
personnel assistance, irrespective of respondents with different adoption behaviour, they 
would like to have personnel assistance by request. Personnel assistance may be crucial since 
service failure in terms of using self service cannot be recovered immediately and directly by 
machines. At the same time, some customers who are reluctant to use self service still need 
personnel based service. Providing self service option does not mean the replacement of 
personnel-based service, but a supplement to the extant service channel.  
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Attitude toward Technology 
Irrespective respondents with different adoption behaviour, they have positive attitude 
toward technology and see mostly benefits from using technological products in general. 
 
Consumption behaviour as travel with airplane 
Although consumption behaviour as travel with airplane cannot be tested with chi-square, the 
frequency and percentage in Table 5.4 shows the possible tendency that more frequently 
traveler fly with airplane, more often they may use self check-in service. it is supported by 
the comments of some respondents that the reason they will not use self check-in service is 
they do not travel a lot and will not waste the time to learn how to use the machine. The 
frequent flyer may enjoy more advantages by using self service. 
 
Demographics 
For the demographics, the frequency and percentage in terms of age and education caused 
our interest. It is interesting to find that aged customers still enjoy a high percentage as self 
check-in service adopters. Also, sample of subjects enjoys a quite high education profile, the 
70.8 percent of respondents who repeat using self check-in service has a bachelor or higher 
education. But whether education level and adoption behaviour are related need to be 
validated in the future research.  
 

5.2.4 Research question four: How can the situational factors affect the adoption 
preference of customer with different adoption behaviour? 

Research question four concerned whether situational factors have influence on customers’ 
preference to use self check-in service and whether these influences vary among three groups. 
General speaking, waiting line and crowded environment would affect respondents’ adoption 
preference. 
 
For the customer repeat using self check-in service and may have already formed a habitual 
behaviour, the influence of situational factors may be less on this group. None of the first 
three pair situational factors changed adoption preference significantly. Only t-test for factor 
of crowded environment showed that respondents prefer to use self check-in service under 
crowded environment and this preference decreased if the environment is not so crowded. 
Waiting line is not an important situational factor that affects adoption preference of 
respondents within this group. Actually the waiting line is always shorter in front of self 
check-in machine in reality. Some time a long queue has existed in front of the desk where 
customers drop the check-in luggages, but the queue move quite quickly. 
 
For the respondents who never used self check-in service and may also have relative lasting 
and strong resistance, situational factors may also have less influence on this group. Despite 
the small group (n=7), t-test worked well. When waiting line is shorter at regular check-in vs. 
waiting line is shorter at self check-in, respondents’ preference are significantly different. 
One explanation might be that waiting line as direct visible factor could affect their adoption 
preference. 
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For the respondents who just try self check-in service, more situational factors, namely both 
relative length of waiting lines at alternative check-ins and crowded environment would 
affect their adoption preference. It is not difficult to understand. As mentioned above, for the 
respondents who repeat using self check-in service would consider self service option 
irrespective of situation or less considering situational factors; for the respondents who never 
used self check-in service would consider meeting personnel at the regular check-in counter 
as a habit and their attitude are not easily changed. Only for the respondents who use self 
service as trial, they have not fostered a habitual behaviour to use self check-in service. 
However, they have some knowledge and experience about self check-in service and could 
use the self service once situation factors push them to use the self check-in option. In 
conclusion, those results suggest situational factors may have varying influence on customers 
with different adoption behaviour.  
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Chapter Six 

Conclusions and Implications  

 
In this chapter the results of this research will be compared with the previous empirical 
studies for drawing conclusions. Later implications for management and future research are 
presented.  
 
 

6.1 Conclusion  
Previous TBSS researches mainly focus on adoption preference based on expectation and 
evaluation. This research with an obvious purpose to investigate customer adoption 
behaviour and real experience contributes to TBSS theories building from an adoption 
perspective. 
 
The main research issue is to portray customers’ real adoption behaviour in the case of self 
check-in service and how adoption behaviours relate to the factors of the TBSS encounters 
(e.g. innovation attributes, customer characteristics and situational factors), which may 
explain the different adoption behaviour. Based on the statistics analysis as well as 
qualitative information from personal interview and direct observation, compared with 
previous compatible empirical studies, various conclusions are provided as follows.  
 

6.1.1 Adoption behaviour of self check-in service 

Three distinct stages in the customer adoption process, namely avoid using, trial and repeat 
using, are very important to understand adoption behaviour of technology-based self-service. 
In the case setting as self check-in service at airports, three groups of customers are easily 
detected yet customers who never used self check-in service are reluctant for detailed 
interview.  
 
Motivation is very important for understanding customer’s rejection or adoption self check-in 
service. Motivation for rejection is more practical, for example, respondents argued they 
have no need since they don’t travel so often or respondents cannot see the real advantages 
from using it. However motivation for using is more emotional and they may just be inspired 
by friends’ recommendations or employee’s invitation other than self conscience of need.  
 
SAS promotion program as employees insist on inviting customers to try self check-in service 
have a significant influence on the adoption rate. A distribution of sample subjects in relation 
to the first time experience of the self-service in an over-time sequence may support its 
argument. Customers observe SAS employees dealing with self check-in machine or receive 
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help from them provided that they prefer to perform themselves. As a result customers begin 
to draw a conclusion about the machine and decide if it is worth for further consideration. 
 

6.1.2 Perceived/expected TBSS innovation attributes and adoption behaviour 

In terms of TBSS innovation attributes, relative advantages, easy to use and control are 
factors perceived significant different by customers with different adoption behaviour. Our 
findings suggest these three innovation attributes could be perceived better after customer 
obtaining different level of real experience. Other researches support these three attributes as 
important determents. Relative advantages and complexity (opposite to easy to use) were two 
most important factors cited by Rogers (1995) to be highly related to the adoption rate than 
any other innovation attributes. Feeling in control was found by Dabholkar’s (1996) research 
to enhance consumer evaluation of self-service delivery and also directly impacts intention to 
use the option, while easy to use was also found to be an important factor in the same 
research but only for the high waiting time and control groups. Anselmsson (2001) 
conducted a research for self checkout technologies in the same location as in Sweden, his 
finding included easy to use as an important factor do determine the evaluation of service 
quality.  
 
In the case of self check-in technologies, the automatic machine serves as an effective tool 
for providing easier and faster service. Customers who prefer this option perceive better of its 
innovation attributes, especially higher speed of delivery, easier to use and greater control 
than those who avoided it. Those innovation attributes cannot be perceived or better 
perceived until customers’ obtaining their trial experience and repeat using this option. Help 
customer move through the different adoption stages and obtaining more experience can 
enhance customers’ evaluation of service characteristics and finally foster a positive attitude.  
 
It is noticed that time is often limited for travelers and a considerable attempt is made to 
check-in customers in time. Customers gain time when check-in formalities are completed 
well in advance of departure times, which is the main advantage customers see in this self 
service option. Other self service technologies providers should understand customers’ need 
and take a further step to develop their need in order to offer value-added alternative. Then 
the customers would like to handle and take care of many of the procedural activities by 
themselves. And service providers could get away and concentrate on more important 
activities during the service delivery procedures.  
 

6.1.3 Customer characteristics and adoption behaviour 

In terms of customer characteristics, one research issue is to investigate customers’ attitude 
toward self service and technology in general. Those who prefer self service are relatively 
acceptable for less social interaction, yet they don’t intend to avoid interaction with service 
employees and still need assistance available. Customers want to receive help from others 
before using the Self Check-in Machine or get personnel assistance by request when they use 
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it. Anselmsson (2001) found that need for independence the most significant determinant 
among customer characteristics. Both the need for independence and the need for social 
interaction contribute to understanding customers’ attitude to self service. 
Consumption rate was found to be of importance in the qualitative study and partly supported 
by quantitative study, yet it need to be validated by future researches. Demographics are 
lacking the chance to be validated through statistics tools in our research, yet provide a 
profile of the sample of subjects. It is interesting to find that aged customers still enjoy a high 
percentage as self check-in service adopters, which is also supported by Anselmsson’s (2001) 
research. Anselmsson’s argued that elderly people may have relatively low expectation and 
more likely to satisfy their self-esteem. Besides, another explanation might be aged persons 
in Sweden has equal and easy access to high technologies and they are not afraid of using 
those technologies.  
 

6.1.4 Situational factors and adoption behaviour 

Finally in terms of situational factors, general speaking, relative length of waiting lines at 
alternative check-ins and whether the environment is crowded are important factors to affect 
customers’ adoption behaviour as customers’ immediate adoption decision may vary. A 
similar research was conducted by Dabholkar (2003) for self checkout technologies and only a 
test for crowding showed a difference for customers’ preference in the case setting of the self 
scan.  
  
Furthermore, we wondered whether those situational factors have different influence on 
customers with different adoption behaviour. Both of the length of waiting lines and whether 
the environment is crowded affect the respondents who had just tried self service, while 
whether the environment is crowded affect respondents who repeated using self service and 
the relative length of waiting lines at alternative check-ins affect respondents who never used 
self service. One explanation might be customers who have adopted self service as habitual 
behaviour or customers who have strong resistance may have their relative persistence with 
specific option, while the customers who had the trial experience yet have not fostered a 
lasting attitude are most likely to be affected by more situational factors.  
 

6.2 Managerial implications 

Since this research focused on a single technology and industry context, we have the 
possibilities to have a deeper insight about customer adoption behaviour within the specific 
context and contribute to industry-specific problems. 
 
First of all, it proved to be a successful promotion program in our empirical study that SAS 
employees invite customers who wait at the regular check-in counter to try self check-in 
service. Continuing with this program yet with a careful consideration not to scare or annoy 
reluctant customers could further enhance the adoption rate. More education could be given 
to the customers with international flights since the adoption rate there is not satisfied. 
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Create more awareness about the self check-in machine to passengers. For that purpose, SAS 
can consider some internal and external factors. Internal factors associated to the airline. For 
example, during high seasons (summer, Christmas, etc.) SAS could demonstrate the self 
check-in machine illustrating its benefits to customers at the terminals. It means more 
promotion, which can create awareness as well as promotional literature like brochures or 
displays. External factors, associated to the customers, for example we see often that 
word-of-mouth information from friends or relatives inform a potential consumer about the 
benefits of the machine.  
 
Based on the finding that most of the respondents consider the trialability more important 
than obtaining help from others directly, a demo version of the self check-in machine through 
SAS website, embedded in the self check-in machine itself or a at a separate automatic 
machine only for the purpose to show how to use this service could be provided. Of course 
the corresponding and appropriate promotion of those available ways for knowledge 
acquisition should also be added. 
 
Another strategy could be to increase the personnel control and support over the machines. 
Here we can remember that personal control causes that a person’s perception of risk or 
satisfaction in dealing with an uncertain situation be significantly influenced by the perception 
of control over that situation. 
 
Finally, a redesign of the self check-in machine could be considered in order to smooth 
customers’ process with self check-in machine. Based on our observation, many customers 
will insert the card in the wrong place since the sign on the machine convey a 
misunderstanding message.  
 

6.3 Implications for future research 

Part of the strength of a study lies in the recognition of its limitations. These limitations form 
directions for future research and point to theoretical implications. First of all, although the 
sample of 96 respondents is adequate in sum, after breaking down according to the research 
design, the group of respondents who never used self check-in service have only 7 in total. This 
small sample cannot satisfy the assumption of chi-square test, and also is not strong to satisfy 
other assumptions of ANOVA although equal variance of each group is well satisfied. Thus we 
included much qualitative information based on the interview with customers and SAS 
employees in order to further validate the statistic results. A similar research obtaining a more 
satisfactory sample for statistics validation could be conducted. 
 
Furthermore, case study has been restricted to a single service episode in this research. This 
research only concentrates on the self check-in machines at airports and not other types of self 
automatic services at other places. For that purpose, it is decided to comprehend only one 
airline company at two different airports, namely, SAS as service provider at Kallax and 
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Anlanda airport. Even though there are several reasons for this. One of them is that most of self 
check-in machines available in the selected airports belong to this airline which is pioneer in 
Scandinavia in this kind of automated service, besides the researchers’ location. This is 
important for us, as we considered Arlanda airport (one of the most important airports in 
Scandinavia). We could have chosen some other airlines, a more representative sample or even 
better different airports in Sweden, but due to the timeframe it would not be possible.  
 
Another limitation was consumers’ time restriction (especially in airports where people has 
time scarce) prevented us from including many more questions of interest in the questionnaire. 
We wanted to obtain much significant information, but the lengthiness of the questionnaire 
will not permit. Additional research may get the support from the airline companies and doing 
a survey on the airplane, when we suppose customers feel more leisure. It would be better for 
customers to consider questions without time pressure and it is possible for us to catch more 
respondents who never used self check-in service. In this research, most the person met in front 
of self check-in machine would like to answer our questionnaire and some supplementary 
questions after they finished the check-in task at the machine. Occasionally, we were asked to 
wait until they had dropped the packages. However, for the person caught throughout the 
airport, even they used this service option, they hesitate to fill in the questionnaire. For the 
person who never used the self check-in machine before, some of them feel difficulties to 
answer the questions about the expected service attributes, or refuse our invitation immediately. 
As a result, it is not easy to get the person who never used the self check-in service to fill in the 
questionnaire. Refine the measurements for customer who never used the self check-in service 
to can better understand is needed to be considered in the future research.  
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Appendix 1: PILOT STUDY--DIRECT OBSERVATION 
 
The direct observation as a part of our pilot study has identified a number of self check-in 
machines located in the terminal 2 and 5 (international flights) and 4 (domestic flights) at the 
Arlanda international airport, on Friday and Saturday 28-29 November respectively. The 
machines described are all located in contexts in which the passengers are ‘‘on the move’’. 
The machines have been analyzed by their: 
 

• Environment: Where are the machines located? How many are they? These machines 
may have a particular role in providing general public access and targeting customers 
or the public in specific locations. 

• Appearance: Do they have the company logo? How do they look like? 
• Potential audience: Who are the users of these machines? 
• Passengers input options: What kind of ticket they can use on the machine? What 

kind of ticket reader they will use? How can they input information?  
• Contacting personnel in case of service failure or lack of familiarity.  
• Functionality: What kind of functions the machines can fulfill? 

 
A1.1 Environment 
All of these machines are normally located in the line of view of users, located between the 
entrances of terminals and the regular check-in counters, but some of them (in the case of 
British Airway and Finnair) are set against the wall or to one side so that they do not interfere 
with passenger movement around the terminal building. They are clearly visible and in 
locations where people would need to pass them. 
 
A1.2 Appearance 
Taking SAS self service machine as an example. The machines are identified with SAS 
colours of blue and white, and carry the SAS brand logo (see picture). It is also possible to 
see the list of the different star alliance members. They have the appearance as an ATM 
machine.  
 
The menu is available in several languages (English, Swedish, Finish, German, Danish and 
Norwegian). Instructions are indicated through the screen at every step the passenger go.  
 
A1.3 Potential audience 
The potential audience is passengers holding a SAS, one of its star alliance members (around 
15 airlines) and others partners (6 airlines) ticket, credit card or frequent flyer card (as 
e-ticket options). The audience used to be frequent travelers, both business and leisure 
travellers, people travelling alone, in family groups or with others who wish to avoid queues 
at the normal check-in desks or are on short European routes when baggage does not need to 
be checked-in.  
 



 

 

Several languages are encountered in this environment for international travelers so these 
terminals provide several language options. They have on-screen buttons to allow the 
selection of the language of the dialog (typically, Swedish, English or German), very 
important considering the different letters and characters among those. 
 
 
A1.4 Passengers input options  
The machines allow passengers to check in or to purchase a ticket for travel using a credit or 
frequent flyer card with credit possibility. Passengers have the possibility to check-in with:  

a) e-tickets travel pass or ticket pick up with card 
b) Paper ticket with magnetic stripe (regular ticket) 
c) Bar-coded tickets. These machines have the possibility to read bar codes. 

Touch screen technology is used for information input. 
 
A1.5 Contacting personnel 
It is possible to find also a terminal for SAS personnel near these machines in order to get 
assist. SAS personnel were always going around the terminals for supporting passengers or 
inviting passengers from the queue to the regular check-in counter to use the self check-in 
machine. 
 
Passengers who need to check in baggages will go to the “baggage drop” desks, a few meters 
from the machines. There, SAS employee will help to read the barcodes in the baggage tag.  
 
 
A1.6 Functionality 
Self check-in machines have a number of applications and offer greater freedom of choices 
and allow: 

a) Instructions how to check-in (with or without baggage), seat selection or changing 
seat 

b) Changing flight (if ticket permits changes) 
c) Registering bonus card number 
d) Ticket pick-up 
e) Printing options: the opportunity to obtain the print of the ticket, boarding card and 

baggage tag.  
 

When consumers have previously checked-in on the internet, they can also print out baggage 
tags after web check-in.  
There is information attached to the machine indicating passengers about the baggage that 
passengers are not permitted to take on board or to carry inside their luggage as well as 
information indicating the desk(s) where the baggage should be dropped and indicating the 
time for that. It is possible to weight the baggage before dropping it.  
 
Finally, we calculate the average service fulfilling time for self check-in service and regular 
check-in with personnel. It takes between 1-3 minutes by using these machines, even with 



 

 

personnel’s assistance. It takes around 2-3 minutes by using regular check-in counter. It takes 
much longer by considering waiting time yet it depends the waiting queue. There is no queue 
at all for using the self check-in machine. In any case, it is not so long and moves fast. The 
waiting line at regular check-in counter is most likely longer than that of self check-in 
machines. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture: A1.2 SAS self-service check-in machine 
Source: Authors’ own source 
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Appendix 2: QUESTIONNAIRE CONSTRUCTION 
Part I. Usage and adoption behaviour 

 
1. How many times have you used the Self Check-in Service? 

Never used / 1-2 times / 3 times or more  
 

2. When was your first time using the Self Check-in Service? 
Two years ago / One year ago / Half a year ago / Within three month 
 

3. By using the Self Check-in machine, which service do you mostly use? (Multiple choice) 
Boarding card printing / Seat selection or changing seat / Luggage check-in and baggage 
tag printing / Picking up ticket / Changing flight / Others (specify)               
 

4. Will you intend to use the Self Check-in Service in the future? 
Yes / No / Depend on situation 
 

Part II. Consumer perceived attributes and attitude toward self check-in machine 
The following questions are to be answered on a five-point scale   
 
5. In general, I prefer to use the Self Check-in Machine rather than regular check-in counter 

(Strongly disagree /……/ Strongly agree) 
 
6. Self Check-in Machine has relative advantage(s) compared with regular check-in counter 

(Strongly disagree /……/ Strongly agree) 
 
Please specify the advantage(s):                           
 

* The possibility of accepting paper ticket via self check-in machine is important.9 
(Strongly disagree /……/ Strongly agree) 

 
7. The possibility to try the Self Check-in Service is important 

(Strongly disagree /……/ Strongly agree) 
 
8. The Self Check-in Machine is easy to use 

(Strongly disagree /……/ Strongly agree) 
 
9. To receive the help from others before using the Self Check-in Machine is important10 

(Strongly disagree /……/ Strongly agree) 
 
10. There is no risk to use the Self Check-in Machine 

(Strongly disagree /……/ Strongly agree) 

                                                 
9 Item dropped for most respondents wondered why we ask this question and see no importance about this factor 
10 SAS personnel invite passengers and help them with self check-in service. Question redesigned after pilot study. 



 

 

 
11. It is a enjoyable process to use the Self Check-in Machine 

(Strongly disagree /……/ Strongly agree) 
 
12. The Self Check-in Machine gives more control 

(Strongly disagree /……/ Strongly agree) 
 
13. I choose self-services to avoid interaction with service employees 

(Strongly disagree /……/ Strongly agree) 
 
14. It is important to get personnel assistance by request when I use Self Check-in Machine 

(Strongly disagree /……/ Strongly agree) 
 
15. I see mostly benefits form using technological products in general. (e.g. Computer, the 

Internet, ATM, etc.) 
(Strongly disagree /……/ Strongly agree) 

 
Part III. Adoption at different situation 
The following questions are to be answered on a five-point scale   
 
16. Please choose a situation below whether you prefer to use the regular check-in counter or 

the Self Check-in Machine. 
(Strongly prefer to use the regular check-in counter/……/ Strongly prefer to use the Self 
Check-in Machine) 

 
When arrive in the airport early and not in a hurry: 
 
When arrive in the airport late and in a hurry: 
 
When need to check in luggages:11 
 
When no need to check in luggages: 
 
When waiting line is shorter or no waiting line at regular check-in counter: 
 
When waiting line is shorter or no waiting line at Self Check-in Machine: 
 
When the airport is crowd and many people are around me 
 
When the airport is not crowd 
 

Part IV. Consumer demographics and related behaviour 
17. How frequently have you traveled with airplane in recent three months? 
                                                 
11 Two Items as important situational factors in self check-in machine context 



 

 

1-2 times / 3-10 times / 11-20 times / 21 times or more  
 
18. Gender:   

Male / Female 
 
19. Age group (years):  

Less than 20 / 20-30 / 31-40 /41-50 / More than 50 
 
20. Income level (Kr/month): 
    Less than 18 000 / 18 001 – 32 000 / 32 001 – 50 000 / More than 50 000  
 
21. Education: 

Less than high school / High school / Diploma / Bachelor / Post-graduate 
 
At last, all the respondents interviewed at Self Check-in Machine are asked how they were 
inspired to use Self Check-in services? 12 
Self-conscious / By friends / By SAS promotion / By service employee or other 
communication channel. 

                                                 
12 Item added for information resource is also important for adoption behaviour 



 

 

Appendix 3: QUESTIONNAIRE (SWEDISH VERSION) 
1. Hur många gånger har du använt Self Check-in Service? 

Aldrig / 1-2 gånger / 3 gånger och mer  
 

2. När var den första gången för dig då använde du Self Check-in Service? 
För två år sedan / För ett år sedan / För halvt år sedan / Inom tre månader 
 

3. Vid användning av Self Check-in automat, vilken tjänst använder du den för det mesta? 
(Fler val)  
För utskrift av boardingkort / För att välja eller byta om sittplats / Bagage incheckning 
och utskrift av bagagelapp / För att hämta flygbiljetter / Byta om flygresan / Annat 
___________________ 
 

4. Skall du tänka på att använda Self Check-in Service i framtiden? 
Ja / Nej / Det beror på situationen 

 
De följande frågorna måste besvaras enligt en femgradig skala (1 = absolut INTE 
samtycker; 5 =absolut samtycker): 
 
5. I allmänhet föredrar jag använda Self Check-in automaten i stället för vanliga 

incheckningsdisken   
(Absolut inte samtycker /......./ Absolut samtycker) 

 
6. Self Check-in automat har relativ(a) fördel(ar) jämfört med vanliga incheckningsdisken 

(Absolut inte samtycker /......./ Absolut samtycker) 
Varsågod och ange fördel(ar): ___________________ 
 

* Möjligheten att använda Self Check-in Service är viktig 
(Absolut inte samtycker /......./ Absolut samtycker) 

 
7. Self Check-in automaten är enkel att använda 

(Absolut inte samtycker /......./ Absolut samtycker) 
 
8. Det är viktig att få hjälp från andra människor innan Self Check-in automaten används 

(Absolut inte samtycker /......./ Absolut samtycker) 
 
9. Det finns inga risker med att använda Self Check-in automaten 

(Absolut inte samtycker /......./ Absolut samtycker) 
 
10. Det är en njutbar process att använda Self Check-in automaten 

(Absolut inte samtycker /......./ Absolut samtycker) 
 
11. Self Check-in automaten ger mer kontroll 



 

 

(Absolut inte samtycker /......./ Absolut samtycker) 
 
12. Jag väljer self-services för att undvika interaktion med personalen 

(Absolut inte samtycker /......./ Absolut samtycker) 
 
13. Det är viktigt att få hjälp från personalen vid begäran när jag använder Self Check-in 

automat 
(Absolut inte samtycker /......./ Absolut samtycker) 

 
14. Jag inser mestadels fördelar vid användning av tekniska produkter i allmänhet 
  (e.g. dator, Internet, sedelautomat, etc.) 

(Absolut inte samtycker /......./ Absolut samtycker) 
 
15. Varsågod och välj en situation nedanför antingen du föredrar använda vanlig 

incheckningsdisken eller Self Check-in automaten. 
  (Aabsolut föredrar använda Vanlig Incheckningsdisken /......./ Absolut föredrar använda 

self check-in automaten) 
 

När jag kommer fram till flygplatsen för tidigt och inte har bråttom: 
 
När jag kommer fram till flygplatsen försenad och har bråttom: 
 
När jag behöver checka in bagaget: 
 
När jag inte behöver checka in bagaget: 
 
När kön är kortare eller ingen kö vid incheckningsdisk: 
 
När kön är kortare eller ingen kö vid Self Check-in automat: 
 
När flygplatsen är fylld och det finns mycket folk omkring mig:  
 
När flygplatsen är inte fylld: 
 

 
16. Hur ofta har du rest med flyg de senaste tre månaderna?  

1-2 gånger / 3-10 gånger / 11-20 gånger / 21 gånger eller mer 
 

17. Kön 
Man / Kvinna 

 
18. Ålder (år):  

Yngre än 20 / 20-30 / 31-40 / 41-50 / Äldre än  50 
 



 

 

19. Inkomst (SEK/månad): 
Mindre än 18 000 / 18 001 – 32 000 / 32 001 – 50 000 / Mer än 50 000  

 
20. Utbildning: 

Grundskola / Gymnasieskola / Postgymnasiala studier / Högskoleexaminerad / Doktorand 
 
 

 




